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ReynOi lds sues  CBC 
_OTTAWA (CP) . . - -  Wagner ,•a for~er  ~uebec  w i thOPo l :~t i t ianLeader J °e  Ca la t° Id theCBC' i~vea~u~dd ~htatted~nkio~garl~sUtaut~P~ 
aive uonservauve  a t to rne  eaera land  edge ,  C l , , k  _he . re  the  two the in fo rmat i0n ,  so  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : _ . . , ,  t~r°gres Y . . . . . . .  ram ,,,ate on lana to the any~n~ns pruwuu=,~,  Joho Re nolda who has  asked  I~ eaker ,  ~aUmes ' ~tseuesed  ~ne prog  . spec ' ,, 
I~ ,~ ~ion a=ainst J , rnm ' :~o::obt l in ""an : Clark said later he is p]pelhie's path. _ . discussed." . _ 
. .~ ,~_  _ ac . . . . . .  .e . " ' "  ' "  " ' w i th  Re  no lds '  In  • the  ( . ;ommon er 'J[ne ~ tor  J:$urnnoy- . the CB~,  accused the unconditional pology from satisfied y . . . . 
nuhllelv financed network the C~. fer  ,4~"~. 'S  .:exvlanation of alleged Reynolds a~dhe onsider~. Richmond-Delta said his 
~,~,~,~o,,T~, ,h= c'm~mons ~J , , ,7 - -~ tb~'..~a~m~ or:be. ~ned lons  with West Coast it naive of the mob m ~ answers, on ..~ne 
• -~, - .~ '=7 - ' _ - '~ .~ '~: - : ' .  ,,v,~,-~,~,~,..,~-....~..'.-.-_'~,a_...~ :-.......:: - . '~r ,~#a,  #~,,,.M ' " th=t  An nn~i t i0n  ~ aocumentary- - -snown ~on-  
of  gross slander for imping would' .s~e:t~::~uu,~: . .~: . . : '  :'-. m~--  ,,m . . . . . . . . . . .  • - , ,  
' h im wi th  organized crime The,~..nol:.~_,!:::~t,:..Wa.ii::NOT CONCERNED . .wou]_d_have " I r ,a~l -~d.u~ fu l  dr~a~an e~gthot~'onvW/r: 
r ~ .  . . . . . . . .  m e,  ey~oms ~a reporters ~mowteose = = v ,v©""~ . ,  . .., 
I~_~r_ es.  _ . . . . .  f i led,  ea f l l~  , ~ Y . . -  . " i~  20 months before a damagmg an ~mpressmn as • ear-old . . . .  : ...., . . . . . . .  there  is nothing in to route . ,, t~eynelds, a 35-y. Vanc o~.er . . . . . . . .  ' " . . . . .  to be. ruble. 
Vancouver MP, stud the Reynolds ~.ld;he:.fe~s...t~e..eonversaliom betwee_n____n_u_n_, . dec~ion was due . . Pes~.,.,,.~ao o ,a ho was told 
0- r i  CBC am on " "U i~ le~ " ~"  ana poqce unuercover u eu~ mau©. , ,~  . . . . . .  =,,- -- . 
tw~ pa ,,_~__o~_s . . . . .  • pr.olF.amL..._.. , ~._:.,,m.,:~,t.,Pa t Cala-- who ~ad The governmentplans to by CBC producer Ball 
cr~.e  was. .a  nypoc~, uc.~ m.~,gnv~, aS~_u~. .~,~,  in f l i l~nh~l  ~ Vancouver  ide whether to build a MacAdam that the rogram 
Ima uncrutmm ex.ercme. m, ramer than ,~.  u~.o%~ -----~-';;7/C.,'=.:-.,~-===.=,;;, ,dec idea nnd ~lnwlff which : wn have not~nP~ to" do 
' n "" • " ' n Ot ra t 'S  • moo-- u~t  wu,.,u ~u~u w,t'v"'~_, - - -  - - - -~  __uld . character .asssasmauo . as .a  quos.~lO , . . . . , . . . . . .  , route later this summer, w~th him. ' lwill not stand for ~t and privil • he s~dd be..¢Oa? m,e~ , . . ,, . . 
other ' :e f t  inure ~,' ' Le t  them play the Reyn.ol.dss.aldtheCBCap- _ .B.ylymgtomemsucha ne i ther  would any b id~ ~eg~i a on .. . . . . .  • . . - --.--~,,,, ^~ ~ha. ~,,,,,= ,, , .~. ,~. , , , , , ' . : ;  " ; - "  "~ .... ":, ". t soes - -  anything I said m proacneo mm for an facue manner, the CB.C de: 
u, ,  ,~.~b= t .  tha P~mmnmz ~1~ will.ram " tk ,~.a~t l tmen '  wide olden., in  t • r v i e w a b o u t ,- prived me of my legat r .gh 
• i= -e,, . . . . .  . . . . ._~v_ " " "  ~-.-~..., = .~: - :=:  . . . . . .  " intenhon • ' . ' :  , ,~..,.'.',:.. ' Ca la  has  sa id  he  was  In .  pemteot ladee ,  then s tar i~d to cha l lenge  the~ on a question of privilege, from t h e . ~  ....... , ..... :. . . . . . . . .  t ments q, . . . .  a o ~ f . l ln ,  u , . , ,~ , .~t ; , l i , . , :~eat .  ' t redUced to  Reyndds  by  a to ask  h im quest ions abou to  a i r  the  seg  
ude • • r " " ; . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . .  ~ " man called Joe Geotile-- Gentile. slandering . Conservat ive  Cla fo l loweda:~m. . .e~.  : g .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,,, • , . . , . .~  .,,...~o,,,, ,,v ~...u . . . .  th is  was a 
• :~!.:.,...,~!~:..~;.:.'..;:':.':!..,..:~:.j.eo m me mmm--ua -. u • ~wa~ o=,.v, . , ,~- - "" ~ ' '~ '~"  " - ble 
• ~ / .  :..._:_ :.:" i . . !~ ,ee  of  information for 8 when asked _about J..oe despLca~l.e an..o~snonpra~ I 
. .pp_r~ . . . . . . . . .  acti n"  I UL :£ : pil~Une ' route. The mob,_ in terv iewer  suddenty mtend to take legal o . 
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:[:: NORTH COAST TUGS 
!! :::Traffic to dictate 
. . .  r 
Hockey re! 
_Registration for Minor Hockey 
from one to four p.m.  at  Ck 
be the only, t ime to register chJ 
you put t ime as ide to go. 
Minor Hockey school wi l l  take 
school  runs f rom August ~- to t 
da~.  . ...,?..,.L:' 
Garage sa!eii::: 
' The. Kit imat Branch of the ~ ie~, . . f~ .  
 h ]gzee, Juae .frm-,.i i=3ii J ... 
wishing to contribute ~t le lask~ sa le '~;~ 
Softball tourneY):!i.i; 
Terrace Girls Minor Softball ]nvi~tl~ 
takes place this weekend, ~one 18 and~;~ 
Park. Teams from all over the ni-~i~l 
~pectators are we lcome.  ' :"~::':"~:' : ~'./'.~! 
'~!II:I!'II!III!i~!i::{.}VAI~COUVERI (CP) -  . . ,A rcmie  York ,  .who company. ,  recent . ly  
~, :~. . . '  • Will a weone~a , Bale u lere  wm wt~- , ,~  u $ 
~i  _Se~vi~n~s , L,,~,,,,o ~l~e~am , he full ~eads in both 30 to the communities of 
~..~_..~,' -' " " the  t r i  to '  A,'rtoee K . .e~uE~umu~m~ - ~-v~ o~q~a~f f ,  .:. • ...... :-Rupert and wi l l .ex tend  upon . .. . . 
i :~ :  ; run ' to the northern ports ~o~k said.there still, was ,.n~m of e 'nnce  ttup.er 5 
.~'.:~..'::: abandoned by RivTow some uncertainty wn_eme r ; pec.ause ox uectmzng 
;; i~:~.~!.~~:, i.. Straits Ltd.. as traffic the tug Droner, with its uusmees. 
~#~ ~:~: . ' ' : r ' W ~  . ' ~ Z,000-ton capacity barge in  Yerk said attempts to 
'-:. ;:.: :- : i •Company spokesman tow,. will .fie u~ whO, n. it secure .addit ionalbarge 
':,./'/::~,~::.: '  ' - - reachest 'nnco Rupert. "~ equ~pmen~ xrom mVTOW 
~' : ' ,~  : i ' - . .  • .The only two i~l-an-roIl- and  a: subsidiary, .Bute 
~'~;~,~;i'::: * i:.. ~:: ~,:r~,~r~h.:. ~)y RivTow 'and:  a . tomobmm'a  ppwerfm .tug 
i:'.:':~.~/:. .!' ' . .  "AA i_~JAD'  ' p~rtnership,  involving ".and/5,0.90:po~nd capacity 
i:': ":; i.i:i. :.:;'. ,w ,v# , , -1 - -  RivTow president .C~,. ~ I~e  ~.- ~rame warranm. 
• ~,/i!ii,:(..ii'. Police ihave identified sulitch.Athirdrampiswbe • 
~e~,}  Edward Thomas Galt, ZT, of built at a new National :t . 
~' :~J~," .  u ,  se le , ,  as the man kUled Harbors Board terminal, : . . . . .  , _  
~" "~" t this is man months ~;! : ;~: : . 'b i~a~f i leaecMeat  8anday bu - -  • __p ,y  . . . .  w e a m e r  
~' . ' i~ : " "mHl  hwa 16 near  F raser  away i ron compteuou. ' . . .. 
' .: :. i' ::.; ~i! ii':':.~!;~'i:'~i ~:,.':""::...~." " " "  " : : ' "  ' ;~ ' "  . 
Farewell service c .len o _Low. • /" . . . . . . . .  
• .  . :: . ' " .  .me IflgJ~way aoouz ~m'eo • Tooaysprealeuons: mgn: 
.There will be a farewell service f~_t~'. ~ . d ~ .  miles east '~  Fraser Lake ..own ..ba~e service betw~n 25 Low: 12 
Lewis of the Knox United Church this m ~  at':: . . . .  eka  'er e. me vancouver area anu - 
U:00 am.  A luncheon will follow..' . ~ :  .'i :, .~.. . . :  ::i . .ud  stru pow pal Prince Rupert. Th e ~anny. ,, 
:iiiiil)i,i Christian heritage/A series 
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I t 's  not original,  but  its effective. Ten-year-old IMua DeMalo and her  three-year- 
old s ister  E la ine  put  the garden  hose to good use yesterday  dur ing high afternoon 
temperatures .  
,iyl~Y great empbasls on mass as vital 
, . . . .  
;lsm: p arishoners assume larger role 
~'~' .......... ::~:t;'i~,'~ ...... ~: ~t~ ~i~ '~:"~'~ By DAVID RICHARDSON of responsibility maintaining the church, all denominations to see that there is 
• ':.--,-~;~ .......... i:~;~,:~ ' ~ i ~ i  Herald Associate Editor Part of the leadership rovided by the more that binds them together than 
~:~ A community with no goal outside priests is in treading the sometimes thin separates them. 
i~.!~ i !~ ~:~:i~ itself will eventually rot and thats line between tradition and innovation. It is man who has built the walls, but 
. . . . .  . ,, :~ ' :~  .... :, what'shapponing to societies around the Often criticized for maintaining rigid by trusting in. the holy spirit, we can 
world, says Father Michael McCarthy of values in a changing world, the Roman bring about he unity that Christ prayed 
:;: .... ..,~: ~v. ...-.:~:.:~.~,~ Sacred Heart Roman Catholic Church in Catholic Church has modified its for ,"he noted. ' ' 
. ' i  : "~ . . . .  ' .~: ~::::~ Terrace. methods considerably in recent years, :.,.~ ,, :.~.,::~..~ Father Allison said he does not know 
::..:/:¢!. • ~ . . . .  :~ ~,~: ,,~ Individuals and cultures seem to go says Father Allison. how many pa. rishioners the church has, 
" ,:,, . . . .  ....... through periods of "flirtation" with "Our approach is basically this: but it is growing every year. Thechurch 
,,~.~i.::~ ~,i~..~,: ....... humanism, that is, the belief that there Christ passed on a body of teaching and i is a new building located on the grounds 
is nothing higher than man and his • said he would be with the church until of Veritas Separate School on Straume 
ideals, says Father McCarthy. The the end of time." 
results; inevitably are disillnsionment "That which comes to us through Avenue. The first Roman Catholic Church in 
and failure, scripture and tradition from Christ, the Terrace dates back to 1917. However, 
"When a man' exalts himself and church cannot change. However, that , 
believes there is no power greater than which the church made - those methods according to historian Nadine Asante, a 
• ~ himself, ..... the result is and traditions, ~e church can change. Father LeJac was known to have 
"We must make a distinction between Village as far back as 1864. bankruptcy,"  he said during an 
interview yesterday, those two," he pointed out. 
Father McCarthy and his senior Father Allison does not view the Roman Catholicism is the largest of 
Colleague Father Andrew Allison Tunction of the priest as evangelical in Christian churches with over 550 million 
• emphusized that he Christian faith must the sense of "going out" and bringing members throughout the world. It is 
• ' : / be lived day-to:day and hour-to-hour to people into the church. 
.... " he real and effective. •It cannot be a However, he explains, when someone 
once-a-week formality and still remain comes to the door of the church, .... i: attempting to force morality on people " by subjegating them to ponderous 
alive and forceful. "seeking", wanting to know more about theology and strict a.dherence topapal 
"Christianity is really a way of life, as the power behind life or despairing of the 
vital to a dedicated Chris ;Jan ~ s the air "humanist" philosophy of which Father encyclicals. But much of that criticism 
he breathes. It is not merely being McCarthy spoke, then it is the priest's is itself theological or at least theoretical 
baptisad, married and buried in the task to bring that one to a deeper and, according to Father Allison, 
ehurch," Father Allison explained, understanding of himself. " theology is merely intellectual. It has its 
Through their work at Sacred Heart, An outdoorsman and nature-lover, place, but its place is relatively low on 
the two priests "challenge people to Father Allison believes a man must be the scale of im.portance. 
decidp one way or another" about humbled before he can begin any serious Far more. important, says Father 
making such a commitment, Father spiritual development. He must Allison, is the mass as it is performed in 
Allison continued, so that Christ's "discover a need for God," which is individual churches for individual 
teachings can infuse "every detail of tantamount to admitting he is not an 
their lives" and form the basis of thew autonomous, independent and totally "The mass is the renewal of Christ's 
daily relationships, self-reliant entity, sacrifice. It is Christ offering himself to 
Father Allison has spent 12 of the last Father McCarthy feels the dramatic his heavenly father again. It is the 
17 years  in  Terrace, while Father deterioration in societies around the supreme prayer." 
McCarthy has been here just over one world is "judgement" on man's lack of The purpose of the Catholic religion,. 
year. They conduct daily mass, whichis faith. Man is attempting to go his ow.~ say the two priests, is to bring people 
the vital life-centre of the Roman way, he suggests, and the consequences closer to God and thus closer to each 
Catholic . Church . and supply are proving to be disastrous. 
"leadership" and "direction" but, they This phenomenon however, is having 
~.~i~y l~yg ~ ' say, it is the parishioners who are some positive side-effects, ays Father 
......... assuming a greater and greater degree Allison. It is stimulating Christians of 
"i:.: :L 
christened a few Indians in Kitamaat 
purported to have g~ean t wealth and 
influence and has acdused of. 
catholics. 
other. 
"As it says in the bible, you can't love 
God and hate your neighbor," Father 
Allison concluded. 
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HOG FUEL  " : WASTED RAILS  " .. . 
. . . . . .  . _ r  . . , ARE ,Bq@ TRACK Check your .numver 
Enerov  ou[  OT waste  ,..,,+-"+-°'" " . $, " (CP)  - -  The Norm McPherson, BCR . ' for p . w .~.mg n.alf its trac.age at e. necessary bridge repair Co.lum.bia Ra.gwa is no, .operations manager, said osmble  _ 
VANCOUVER(CP)--A the Canadian Forest~hY e hog fuel available for Cariboo, West Kootenay and p~t+nl:~0_e~tml~m: he+eS mhstak~utUPdi;°outnb; e¢~ " ' ] :~  ~,1  Seriese4 
stud by theWesternF_orest .Service lab here, says thermal-electric power  Finlay ... LS . . . . . . . .  claims by the Canadian 
Pr~/ucts Laboratory shows hog tuel. surplus in each of deveTopmenz. Evans ' says that even ouu.ining ~ss io ie  so.muons Union of Transportat ion . 100 3Z21 
that asification of wood five Interior forest sub- "£'ne paper, which will be after gas replacement, the tome r mlways Rroo.lem.s, Employees that the shut . ,~  Z21 
wastegcould offer British zones is aoequate to rep.l_a_ce presented to a _day-long first four would suJ~.~,rt .,.AnU~.l)er°.lwss~°U~l~: :"  down was ~rmanent .  . . .  • _ ~ . . .  
Columbia's Interior forest the natural gas consumed energy seminar  Tuesday power generauon xacmdes ~," .... ~+.' ~"7,Y . . . . . .  ~E_'_' lvmanwn,e, me roym Z0,000 szglo ~erms u~ 
industry the opportunity to by the industry in mese sponsored .byte  Counc_ilof providing about 174 n~es,sl..mt..e~L.,~t +~u~+uu~. commission., was . . tom 1000 82910 
become self-sufficient in areas. . . . . .  .~:or~t Ina.ustries of u.~:, megawatts a year. ~ue~y ~,~,  ~-"an~ Wedne.s.~ay ,me ammos o.x • 10o 291o 
energy "~ne paper says mat in an ice.nifties me areas w ig  SURPLUS SMALL . : . ~ . . twe~,  ,~; , ,~o , , , .o  the railway s managemen~ 25 910 
' A - - ' r  rch raver ,  but one sue-zone .mere high surpluses of hog fuel as On the coast, the hog tue~ ~,,-: , '~ '~' : : , .C" :C_" '2_~:  ,_ was poor. " ~ . . . .  
n :e-nar~e~)eaI~ S E+ans of would still be a surplus st Prince George, Kai-nloops, surplus isa small fract|on of com ncne~.w}mmp eprp~r oA+,. ~,, neen manager :~. 100,00022805 Ser!es o4 .t,etmrr 
,.re,__ -. ' ' " " - -  . • cons[ruc[Ion fl-l~ ol t,¢ z,~,~,--,re , o .~ o4Le~mr,,t - that reqmredtod~.splace!.be .~ . .~  to~o =~,o.o;~. h~ of the Pr ince George .. 100,00022805Serle.s _. 
• no mis "~-"~; "~"" . . . . . . . . . . .  ' "--" . " + " 280$ ~eries u~i 
' . - - -~  ~ PAI '~Pr" I  r "  fuel ell consume.., a . . . . .  , h . .  +h.~ ,.on ...... ,0 Construction Asseetation , , ~0,00O 2 
T ~ , = , v - - =  ~omwali~uraplU~le~iO~p. in~vlliangs ~¢hk/ '~:~ i+t~; : ; " /n . :  ~rimticC~uZ%dverth~);ma~aot~pi~eofth~ ]0p  2~P '  
J I _ I I~ I~.W ~' / '~  ~'~ II A tA l  says. - . . . . .  the total primary frei,ht carrier and suggested the executiv e 25 805 . . 
I I I  11  . "Lne paper gay-., , " head~ uarters oe move(] m ' - - - , , - -  ~ ~  r=~,,$ ~-~ I./~ vv.. . i sur lug of now Fort N.eYson s only "lin.k ._tqt . . 
Conadianhog fu~ p l ' -  "~ . . . .  +*="o ;- alon" the Pri.~© George. _ 
^ + --;";-n dry tons .as a ~, u,~ u.,o...~ ,0 p • . . ~,~ ,-  ~ " t  .. 
+ oo2= %: 
Bruce ' g e ib le  ' ca  ' intire Canadian mother is the tou "s Y . " 41623 
not long ago from the order to+ ~.,eUl~o ~neYl~ Bennett said construction .oTh:t er^auc t industr ~, minister in ~the Brit ish orinting the f irst ~ss.ue: 2924212 3853567 PAPA~0 1.7 . . . .  
Unemployment Insurance m u~..~.~u~ '~_.~us~also ~ will begin in 1978 and will ~. .~.~oVa~o, , t  241 tr l ,  io~ Columbia government . .  ~ome unemployed .sm aent 3659439 " 3328594 ~t79  ~+~-~ 
Commission. The letter tola p,t,~-~., a_..~_,,~_y_ 'oh replace the existing British ~ '~, , , ' , '~ '~,  in fuel oil '  Because McCarthy, 21, is fr iends will assmt . m 1786996: . ~476~. ~ ~ 
• of acuveJy see,u~ - ~ . ' and ="~' . . . . . . . .  ~ • ' " tribution ++ 3052342. z~~o+o~ ~.~ow, . . . . .  Enkson that hi~ type . . . . . . . .  ~0,o, vn, m.~t Columbm Supreme ._a  ...+ ... .  ~ ,o .  so determined to avoid any dis • . . . . . . .  . . . . .  o^ ~.~=mn 
~ 1 1 ~ [  U l  i l t .~ , ,  J . . . . . . . . .  I IU "=""  ~''" " " 2530072 '  zuco .= . .~m~o~ • - ,w- , , ,  work was availab;e in town ___ county court building, parts t. confhct of mterest char es , also be re ared to take a . • • Evans says th.a . . . . .  4689445 3982933 4777947 
and that he d better get out P rk ex- ofwhichwerec.oustru..c.ted.m . " " .the resoeetof m connechon wRh ~s  4150638 . . . . . . . . . .  ,,,,, ,.=~,m 
and look for it ff he wantan job +outs~deyo_ur we _ . .  a 1892. Construction wm take ~l~P~r~n~plej, s dPisnlacin= mother ,  P rov inc ia l  3257960 ] .~a  _~.==,.~ ~.%~-= 
erlence. in to  =a ~;,..©u v--.',"-~- =- 3 2014079 31ZlOll) L~M~JL'I to continue receiving P two years. ]g. " ' an~ Secretary Grace McCarthy, 219107 
widening your availability. ,, entre will natural as m ~ • . "  . 1986904 1031327 4518664 2494355 
t means is that ou veneer ~rye . . 44213943395114 4246~0 unem loyment insurance . The new c. . rs of a wood- he m refusing to accept lucr. . bene~Pt: What i Y replace me outdated and . . . .  the a t z v e o v e r n m e n t 4545397 . . 
• • are  not allowed to restrict . . . . .  roduets operation or m • . g • • 4951395 • 2694534 3189947 That made Erikson made. overburdened facilihes of . • ' adverhsm m hm new 4260828 
• If to obs that are not • ~me kiln and power boilers g 1828178 3257959 3454715 The crusty, then.president youn. e J the New Westminster t ul mill "while magazine. 4419207. able nor to hours of ,, • of a kraf p p , .. ,, - . ' • • 2733325 2514500 1874056 
of the Downtown, Eas~lde. w,,,k,Svai~ wag' es, or geographic cour~ouse, Bennett easd in mmultane" ousi¥ fuehng a It would look very odd ff 46669~51360439 4707676 3933923 3936741 
Residents Association m~o . . . . . . . .  ,,;,,k m,~,= it a stamment. . . . . .  motor-~enerater plant for I took government  ,o~,o== ~pa.~g44 • 1631307 4151959 
often gone to bat for peopm ~-~.~h.~'~-'~"~-,,'wi'li'~eta 't'necentrewillcontain}x electri~nower is the most adver t i s ing , "  sa ia  . ~ .+,  ;;;7,;;0 . 265"/+85 4748935 
being harassed _. by u~u.;,~ . . . .  ~, . . . .  = cour~ooms ana ogees zor " " - fa l l  the conce ts McCarthy, a University of .Lu~u~ ,o=,o,o ~ ~,n  b " ' [i n attrachveo . ,, P . zm95246 3199958 . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 bureaucrac ies .  P~ow i s . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  court admzmstra  o ,; -+..o;-,,, , , i l lresldues British Columbia student . . . . . . .  ,,,, ,,,,,~,,,, 
• ei harassed Auan MacL~an, a mwyer sherriff's ervices, law ers, u,,,.,o~;~.;. • " r 'n a career  in 3136950 ~ .  . oo . , .  . . , . . o . .  .Er. zkson was b ng whn handled unem- • . Y H, , ,o.er ,  .the concept _.con side I g l~7qb4o 4722343 1556959 
himseit "v-- h~ . nrobation serwces and a =..= .n,  ,,=t h~n ann '  journalism 3094706 
• ,myment msurance cases land re istr , . . . . . .  ., . . . . . . . .  ._.lied . • . . • . Erikson went to the UIC P . • ,, g • Y'. • ssfull on a McCarth stud hm mother . . . .  .- -.-. ,, , .  "--" , 
and asked where this work puts It this a Wao~ raSaSaSa PP~x The building will be :U~erc i~ scale, and has told Pli'Ym not to e" t I f , ,~X~ll- . ' f f  . :=  . -  .=--fo."'~m~'~"~',, . " - '~  
was, said he would go and ou are _ located at the comer of a ital cost factors are still any ctovernment adsX'b~ut ~--- - - - - J~l=~-- I~l ' - : : ' :~) ". ,' ~ ;}) /L"  )--=~_~1 
k It out immediatel if !~wyer.who ha~r~t  lost his t :arnarvon ano Lorne c ,, , ,, . . . - -  _p--~__~ , chac . . Y • ~own.  apart from that I think she ]~ 
they would give hun the .~? after twent_y_,y.ea__rn of Streets, on a rote now a He sa-'s the forest 'mite - leased about the ~ - -  - ~ '"  ' ~ ~" "" - 
oom tax work om xor u=s a ,~ v addresses Sor.-v. the in- g Y . .  parking lot adjacent to the -.a . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ¢,,,. q,a n=~ ; ;a . .  ,, Gin was f i rs t  invented  as a medic ine by  a Dutch  phys ic ian  
formation was confidential, com.~ales. For .a c e r  present courthouse. ~. . ,  ,,¢ tntnl C ' rl'ho mnon~|n~ 'Ph.. V,.n. I,vmg 200 years ago. 
Not to be daunted, per.toa.youwomaooen.uu.ea Bennett said the centre ~"~'....,~,L, o~'na~uralB~as ,.,,.;,~,---o-;j~-~,,,--- . ~-o 
Erikson got the.pre~.., in- ._re_Loom mrh.c°rpuraum tax ..will be.a "key project".~_ ~"~,,l="~.~o"f such  a .IJge Mc=C'ar'thy's iin~'f'or'ay in[;  
volved " I  wantea mose wor= u,-#. me reaevempmen¢ oi cne have  a " • " i hthave to . , • market  could the busmess world. It will be, @T ir gone  Then you m g city s downtown core and its . . . .  ct ' OI  l ou~e~.  ~ put the ~, x . . . . .  ; • • disastrous flnanclal .~p .a  a d lgest  o f  recreat iona l  . NORTHWE ouths were! be willing to general ta .... truct,on design will be . . . . .  where mmr m . . . . . . . . .  i. ,~= .+,~t ,t~n w d . . . .  .~.M+^a. m. . .  . . . . . .  . on the natural gas mausu'y, attractlous available ]n the 
exelaimeo an mmgnam ~_+,_~...:,3;...:--====~T w°ul~,, ~w. . . , , , ,~.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  unless alternative markets City and 30,000 cooies of tbe . ' l~ l lMMl l l l l r r¥  
iksan o~ u wmm~=,  ,,, ,.,, v . . . .  a scneme. " " " ' n I I I  Er  . "" ," -11 an" ~ of law could be found, quarterly will be alstributod ~ V IM!  1111iM 
But the UIC comon c ~= a ..~,*,,- ' . 
release the information @0LLEGE 
because, according to in- 
formation off icer Tony 
Strachan, itwould be illegal. 
It could identify persons and 
firms. Strachan denies that 
the letter to Er ikson 
threatened him with being 
cut off. (It is known however 
that failure to comply with a 
UIC order is often 
punishable in this way.) 
"As far as I 'm concerned, 
"Erikson later stated, "ff 
there is work and a man 
refuses it, he should be cut 
off. But it's not right that the 
UIC should be forcing 
people out to look for non- 
existent jobs." 
The incident seems to be 
symptomat ic  of the 
problems that spring up 
daily between UIC officials 
and the public• Lawyers and 
anti-poverty organizations 
are bitter about what they 
see as bullying and 
arrogance on the part of the 
UIC. 
The National Anti- 
Poverty  Organization in- 
sists that, "Claimants are 
constantly being frustrated 
by the bureaucracy involved 
in ohtaining benefits." 
The Commission defends 
itself by claiming that 97 
percent of all claims are 
dealt with smoothly• " I  
would like to believe," says 
in fo rmat ion  o f f i cer  
Strachan, "that we bend 
over backwards to be fair". 
" I  think people are apt to 
resent somebody who gives 
them money. I t 's  a 
psychological thing." 
One of the biggest 
stumbling blocks for 
m 
MONUMENTS 
MARKERS 
GRAVE COVERS 
CEMETERY LETTERING 
Authorized Memorial Consultan 
MacKay's 
Funeral Services 
Ltd. 
4626 Davis Avenue, 
Terrace ,  
Phone 635-2444 
TBTEI ! • . . . . . .  " 
• : l : :  !.~,'~ . . . .  
Fu niture & Appliances 
Have a chair for your 
i" ..' • .'.....: ,,. 
] ..... 
Man.size, 3.way rocker In plain 
textured Olefln fabric trimmed 
with Naugehyde by Uniroyal. 
similar to I l lustrat ion.  
Large Selection of La-z-boy,  
Kroehler ,  V ic tor laV i l le  
and Majest ic  Chairs. 
95 
Free Delivery. 
Open a Totem Revo lve -a -charge .  
I 
TaTEm CHAR I ".'. + \~ Furnlfure&Applionces + I 
I OI'CK +SS4Aod~ :',::A~ T °Tteer'~oW.C~ ~'.rV+~ i ps I 
q +,,:+ ,;r" +" -  : I 
.. " . . .  ;. ~ - ~: !::.;!.'... : ;  .... 
OOUNSELLOR/PROGRAM BEIELOPER PROGRAiS 
IN UORIIINAL STUBIES, NORTHWEST OOLL|G|, 
The position of Counsellor-Program Developer is a .new one made 
peesible by various federal end provincial government grants in aid. The 
successful applicant will be responsible to the Co-ordinator and through 
him to the Supervisory Commiflee and College. The Counsellor-Program 
Developer will be respenslble for travelling to outlying vii!ages and 
• ¢omniunitles in ~rder to- help :full.time ~studenfs in the Professional 
Studies Program establish proper'study habits and study facilities; will 
research the possibilities and feasibilities of workshop development in 
local communities; will take part In classes as part of the study and 
teaching team; will act as a resource person to local communities. 
It would be a definite asset if the applicant were to have university ex- 
perience, or i t s  equivalent, end were conversant in at least one Native 
tongue or dialect. Applicants should be prepared to travel, including 
flying to remote communities on small planes. Salary will be com- 
mensurate with faculty hiring sceles, now being negotiated. 
Appllcaflen deadline is August 1st, 1977. The length of term is one year 
definate With future funding to be negotiated. The successful applicant 
will be an employee of the Native Studies Advisory Committee. 
Kindly Direct an application with full resume and background em- 
ployment history and personal Interest to: 
Jeff Mervln, Co.ordlnator 
Programs in Aboriginal Studies 
Northwest Community College 
P .O.  'Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. i 
BIOLOGIST 
Northwest College covers the region from Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Houston. The major phy.slcal Mcilitles are in Terrace; but there are 
substantial programs in the other communities in the College region. 
Total .rull and part time enrolment is about 1500 students. 
BIOLOGY INSTRUOTOR 
Duties: To Instruct first end second year University Transfer courses and 
workshops and seminars In environmental Issues, ~rtainlng to Nor. 
thwestern B.C. The appointee may be expected to instrud In several 
communities and a considerable amount of travel and evening teechlng 
may be required. 
Qualifications: M. Sc. minimum. 
Salary: In accordance with scale to be negotiated with the Faculty Union. 
Appointment Date: August 15th, 1977. 
"AI~ply, with curriculum vitae 
Dr. D.V. George, Principal ;: 
Northwest Community College' 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4C2 
and haines of references t0: 
i :  
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BERT 
bureaucracy 
FRED 
Few people support do 'ntown metres plan 
By ANDREW PETTER meters would ease the parking " 
Herald staff writer problem; Grace Fell of Grace Fell Florists necessary right now, he feels that they will 
agreed. " become "a must" as Terrace grows. Business people and their customers are 
equaliY0Pposedtotheideaofiustallingparktng But George Clark or quadra Travel on The three customers who favored parkin~ 
meters in downtown Terrace, a Daily Herald Lakelse disagreed, meters shared the same concerns as thew 
survey shows. 
The survey was taken following adecision by 
the district council Monday evening to give 
"further consideration" to a proposal to install 
meters in the downtown core of the 
municipality. 
At the council meeting, aldermen 
emphasized that hey needed more in.put from 
GOULET...more the business community and the public before 
• making a decision. 
This newspaper decided to get it for them. 
The Herald survoy covered a representative 
sample of 2o people from throughout the area 
affected. Ten were business people and ten 
were customers. 
In each group, seven out of the ten (70 per 
cent) were against the parking meter proposal. 
Only three in ten (30 per cent) favored the idea. 
The three business people who supported 
parking meters were all located on Lakelse 
Avenue. They all mentioned the problem of 
having cars parked in front of their 
establishment most of the day. 
"That Volkswagen has beenparked there all 
day," complained Irma Pitzoff of the Golden 
Razor Barber Shop, pointing out her front door. 
Pitzoif said she believed that parking meters 
would result in giving "more people achanqe to 
GRANDISON...too park." 
LIL FARKVAM...not worth 
it  
"Parking meters will get too many people 
uptight," he said. 
Hildegasrd Kriegl of Bert's Delicatessan on 
Park worried that some customers might not 
have the correct clmm~e for a parking meter. 
Many of the businese, people felt that stricter 
enforcement of time restrictions would solve 
the existing parking congestion. 
.. ".There's nothing wrong with giving the guy a 
t ze~et if he's overparked," said Joe 
~ce, aughton of Joe's Printers on Lazelle. 
But he felt that parking meters would be 
cumbersome for tourists and would discourage 
business. 
Bob Brcwerton of Bob's Shoes on Lakelse 
spoke in favor of "more enforcement" of
,i~. rking thne limits.. Parking meters "might 
,cuscourage people from parking here," he 
said 
"We don't need them," stated Jack Cook of 
Terrace Interiors on Lazelle. 
Former alderman Bert Goulet of Northwest. 
Sportman on Kalum was afraid that meters 
would just create another bureaucracy in the 
district. 
Goulet said that if one guy cannot enforce the 
existing parking limits "there's something 
wrong with bim." 
Heinz Lebanaun of Lelnnann Jewellers on 
JOE MACNAUGHTON...a 
cumbersome solution 
J 
IRMA PITZOFF...no all- 
counterparts in the business community. 
"I think it's a good idea," said Avelino 
Cavalheiro. "People are staying too long and 
others can't find a place to vark." 
One woman who did not want o be identified 
stated that she favored 
meters because she knew of people who parked 
all day in one spot. 
Bob Osterland said that there had been 
parking meters where he had lived in ~ission 
and felt that hey would work well here tee. 
But Lil Farkvam said that she believed that 
the cost of looking after the meters would be 
more than the revenue they would raise. 
"I don't think it's a good idea," said Lorn~ 
Crook who was visiting Terrace from Kitimat. 
"They get enough money out of you as it is." 
Fred Grandisen said that he would not like 
them if he owned a car. 
"Gas is already high and would just be' 
another cost on your car," Grandison stated. 
Jeanne Coosemans said that she did not feel 
that meters were necessary while Harold 
Keiver felt that they were "too much trouble." 
A woman customer who would not give her 
name said that she was against meters because 
she did not want Terrace "like the big city'." 
• Mary Wintemute expressed a similar point of 
view. 
costly Pete Gray of Totem ~ Centre also felt that IAVELINO "IL's "ust refreshing to find a town that 
CAVALHEIRO...a good idea Lazelle said that while parkin.g meters are not day VW's doesn't ~ave any," she said. 
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THREE MLAs OPPOSE NEW LA W WOULD NOTICE 
Legislature approves seatbelt bill 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A law expected some MLAs to bill will be .givex/ royal drivers or passengers could 
r e q u i r i n g B r i t i s h oppose the bill because they ..assent assoon as possible so be fined a maximum of $100 
Columbians to wear nelieved many of their me government can launch for refusing to buckle up. 
seatbelts was passed by the constituents did not support a provineewide publicity In other business 
legislature Wednesday with it. campaignto explafn the new W e d n e s d a y ,  t h e 
three MLAs opposing the Premier Bill Bennett said law and-put it rote effect by government's Shdter Aid 
bill as an infringement, of when the bili was introduced the end of the summer, for Elderly Citizen's 
civil liberties. " that it would b~fre~Pessed or Under the new law'~ leg is lat ion received 
The three--Liberal leader defeated on a vote to 
Gordon Gibson, Len allow MLAs "to vote Kitimat woman's centre Bawtree (SC--Shuswap), according to their 
and George Kerstarn(SC-- conscience rather than 
Coquitlam)--said uring the party policy, surveys attitud.es goals deba e that people should A law requiring drivers 
not be compelled by law to and passengers to wear 
wear a seatbelt in a vehicle, seathelts was rejected as 9 
but should be allowed to party policy during the Pat Maybank and Mirella Gazzoni receiving poor treatment while the 
make their own choice. Social Credit party' t have begun work on a survey of women's women were unaware of it. 
Transport Minister Jack convention last October. aims and objective in the Kitimat Last year's survey showed men and 
Davis said earlier that he Davis said he hopes the wnrkforee. The survey, which begins women felt most women hired should be 
• June 27, follows one done last year which eLlual to men~ with equal opportunities 
involved qu.estions for beth men and for advancement a d thaiwomen did not 
I II I 
FUTURE OF women, displace men from tbe workforce. 
~" According to Maybank, a flYer has It showed that working women INQUIRY SUBJECT been delivered oor.to.daor already, considered their jobs seriously and not 
Thesurve~ willdetermine theattitodes something to!tlO to fill'in"time. Most 
ofwomenmthecommtmity, thekindsof people felt the women's alary was a 
UP /ALR  s~ns they are not doing them. Information from the~urvey should be e said women in KiUmat need more available in SeptembeK 
information on day care The Kitimat Women's Centre at 205- 
Special to the Herald ~c'ditiea nd. the s _urvey will help find 120Nechako Centre also provides child 
me best way to provide that information, minding, homemakers service and 
Kitimat oilport inquiry commissioner Andrew Another aspect of the survey will information service. 
Thompson met in Ottawa.Tuesday with the ministers determine i/ow working women are Anyone wishing information on these 
of environment and transport to review the status of .treated on the job. According to last services hould contact the centre at 632- 
the inquiry. Dr. Tbompson also met with Ron Basford year's survey, men saw women 3300. 
and Skeena MP Iona Campagnolo, British Columbia's 
two cabinet ministers. NO ORDERS COMIN~ 
Discussion centered on the ramifieafions to the 
' inquiry of a request by Kitimat Pipe Line Company Rail plant layoffs 
that its pipeline application to the National Energy car 
Board, be held in abeyance. Kitimat Pipe Line, which 
hadpromoteda$494miliionproposedtomoreoffshore PRINC'EGEORGE, B.C. Wednesday to the ro~'al 
crude from Kitimat o Edmonton, ow says it supports (CP) - -  Planned layoffs at commission investigating 
a bid by Trans Mountain pipeline for an oilport at the Railwestrailcarplant in British Columbia Railway sufficient car inventory and 
Cherry Point, Washington.. • 'Squamish, B.C. appear 
inevitable because no new Further consultation between the ministers is 
expected before any statement is made, said Dr. 
Thompso n. The statement will then come .from 
Ottawa. 
Dr. Thompson said he will not comment until that 
time. 
Meanwhile, the commissioner and his staff are 
proceeding will arrangements for the inquiry, 
presently scheduled to open formal hearings in 
Vancouver, July 18. 
i 
- K i t imat  w i thdrawa l  
. jus t  pol i t ica l  move  
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. northern pipeline. 
(CP) --. Frank Oberle, . The consortium asked t.he 
Progressive Conservative National Energy Board 
member of Parliament for June 1 to set aside its oil 
Prince GeorgePeace River, pipeline application and 
said Tuesday that Kitimat indicated support for a 
t pellne Ltd. is playing competithr'sal~runteroute 
p litics by withdrawing its from Cherry Point, 
l~ t imat  to Edmonton Washingtbn to Edmonton. 
pipeline proposal. 
He told the Northern Thecouncil consists of six 
Development Council the regional districts in 
firm'smovewas designed to northern B.C. who work 
draw out suppor.t for the together on issues of 
i i i i i 
, For Sale 
orders can be expected at 
this time, says a report .. 
operations. . 
A report b~ David 
Sinclair, adwsor to 
commission chairman Mr. 
approval on third reading. 
Now 120' x 40' Hallmark Pool 
9',l)eep Diving End 
Housing Minister Hugh 
Curtis said it was not 
possible to tie the provincial 
rent increase ceiling of 
seven per cent to the 
legislation. 
Justice Lloyd McKenzie, 
said the BCR has a 
further orders are not 
expected. 
The plant is now 
completing a 110 car order 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Northwest College requires a Clerk.Steno to work in the 
office of the Director of Vocational and Trades :rraining. The 
person selected for this position should have the following: 
1. A net typing speed of 40 words per. minute. 
6as Heater, Filter, Ladder, 
Diving Board, Skimmer, Ere 
Lid $6800 °° 
,, Spooial $4000. 00 
Prinoe Rupert 624-6006 
2. Two years experience in •general office work. 
3. Shorthaind at 80 words per minute or transcription 
machine experience. 
4.'Considerable tact and the ability to work with people 
throughout the College Community. 
This is a continuing position •, Preference will be given to 
persons who have completed a formal program in 
stenography. 
The successful applicant will be placed on a scale of $878 - 
$961 per month depending on qualifications and experience.' 
Applicafloris may be sent before 'June 20th, to: 
The Principal 
Northwest Community College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
BUY BCR 
LINE 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) North Central 
Plywood might lease or buy 
the British Columbia 
Railway's troubled Dease 
Lake rail extension, Donald 
Flynn, general manager of 
the plywood company,, said 
Tuesday. 
In a brief to the royal 
commission i quiry into the 
railway's affairss, North 
Central proposed that the 
forest industry be given the 
chance to run its own freight 
service on the completed 
portion of the track north of 
Fort St. James, B.C, 
He said the local economy 
stagnates when the railway 
has a work stoppage and 
called for completion of the 
Dease Line anda long.term 
solutionto the railway's 
labor problems. 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will 
be held on proposed Zoning Amendment By-law 
No. 88. The proposed amendment is concerning 
the following area: 
Assessment Folio 917.000, Part of S.E. 1/4 of N.E. 
1/4 of S.E. I/4, District Lot 373, Range 5, Coast 
District. 
THe general intent of the proposed Zoning 
Amendment is to change the zoning designation 
from • Low Density Rural to Residential. 
The proposed Zoning Amendment may be 
viewed during regular business hours at the 
Regional District office. The Public Hearing 
shall be held in the Regional District office on 
Friday, June 24th, 1977 at 7:00 p.m. 
# 
Any and all persons having an Interest in the 
proposed Zoning Amendment, shall take notice 
and be governed accordlng!y. 
~:v '  : :~'*~ -~ . '  . . . .  
ADMI N ISTRATOR, 
KITIMAT STIKINE REGIONAL DISTRICT, 
1975 .BLAZER- 4x4 
Automatic, P.S., P.B., Radio, Rear Seat, 
Michelin Tires. $ 569 5 o o 
1974 GMC %T" 4x4 
Stepside P.V. Box, 4 sp. Transmiss~pn, P.S., 
P.". s3895oo 
1 975  FIREBIRD - 'FORMULA 350 
P.S., P.B., Automatic, XM Radio and 8 
Track. $455000 
1973 GRAN SEDAN-  4DRHT 
P.S., P.B., Auto, Air Cond., Cruise Control, 
Radio - 8 Track comb., P. Windows -load. 
s3275oo 
! 973 CHEVROLET. FULL SiZE S.W. 
P.S. 7 P.B., Auto, Radio, Roof Luggage 
Carrier. $ 2 9 9 5 o o 
1972 BUICK LE SABRE 4 DR HT 
e.s., P.,., Auto, Radio. S2350 °° 
1972 PONTIAC FULL SIZE 2 DR HT 
P.S., P.B., Automatic Trans., Radio s2  1 9 5 00 
1 971 FORD GALAXIE 500-  2 DR HT 
P.S., P.B., Automatic, Clean, Radio. $1 89  500 
Jim McEwan 
Motors (Terrace) Ltd. 
Dealer License No. 1492A 
# 
, I~  ~ 
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Meters are 
wrong answer 
One can hardly blame the people of Terrace for 
not wanting parking meters littering their streets. 
Terrace is already blighted by such metropolitan 
gewgaw as neon lights, fast food outlets and 
concrete overheads. 
When it comes to eyesores, about the only thing 
keeping us apart from Vancouver is parking 
met@rs. 
Not only there isn't a problem with parking in the 
town. From the comments of business people and 
customers alike there obviously is. 
In many instances, people ignore the one hour 
limit and leave their cars in the same spot for most 
of the day. 
But this is a problem of enforcement. Some will 
argue that parking meters would make the job of 
patrolling easier. But like so many modern day 
answers, it is a sledgehammer solution to a fly- 
sized problem. 
And it is an expensive sledgehammer at that. 
Mayor Dave Maroney is right to have "a real 
hang-up" about parking meters. We are glad he 
does. 
But we also hope that he takes some action to 
ensure that there is better e~orcement of the 
parking restrictions which already exist. 
Once the district gets its act together and ensures 
effective parking surveillance, all this nonsense 
about meters will be forgotten. 
Instead of opting for an expensive, big-time 
solution, Terrace council should get to work solving 
the problem in a sensible, small-time way. 
Letters are 
write answer 
Believe it or not, even newspaper editors 
occasionally run out of say. 
It's at moments like these when one considers 
writing editorials about goats, or the weather, or 
about how one has nothing to write about. 
But the purpose of an editorial, and indeed of an 
editorial page, is not merely to fill space. Rather it 
is there to provide for an exchange of ideas: 
between the readers and the newspaper as well as 
between the readers themselves. 
One of the best and most effective ways of doing 
this is to write letters to the editor. Letters give you 
an opportunity to make your concerns known to 
others in the community, especially those who are 
in positions of influence. 
And readers'surveys show that letters to the 
editor are read and very often heeded. 
This newspaper wants to hear your concerns, be 
they big or small. 
So the next time you are fuming over something, 
don't just sit there like a goat. 
Write a letter to this newspaper and let people 
know about it. 
FUNNYSIDE 
T 
Voice of the readers 
Pompous council guards its chamebers 
Editor, A o v i s o r y b o d i e s and bow three times as we and there is some danger of by their own importance. 
apparently mighis "walk enter city chambers, the commission stirring up The trend seems to be to 
Most of us are aware of mud onto the new plush It might seem that the action, more elitism in local 
decision about the use of So the council is playing government and less 
eouncil chambersis a trivial one of those games which communication between the game of the executive carpet" and, in any case, who sits behind a large, "they don't lend the 
magnificent desk and by chambers any dignity." one, hardly worth spending will preserve their own people and their elected 
e x a I t i n g h i m s e I f, Apparently one needs to valuable time on. However, sense of power and put any representatives. 
intimidates anyone who be exalted or perhaps just only one advisory body "body" which might dare to The council chambers, 
might question or threaten elected to the dizzy heights exists, the recreation offer-advice, firmly in its built and furnished at great 
his authority. • of aldermen to know how to commission.• place - down. 
Now, the latest move by wipe the mud off one's T h e r e c r e a t i o n The implications arc expense by, and for, the 
city council is to ban anyone boots. . commission has become a frightening. This is the sort people of Terrace, are to 
but aldermen from usin~ The next bylaw might burr under, or on, the of decision made by men become hallowedground, fit
"their" council chembers, have us remove our shoes co.unc.il's saddle recently, more than a little puffed up only for council meetings 
STUDENTS SURVEY THE PUBLIC 
Terrace people's views on immigration. 
By Dinah Osterlund 
Special to the Herald 
How do you view immigrants? Do you think 
immigrants hould adopt Canada's culture? 
These and other related questions were part of a 
survey taken by students of Mr. Harrison's Grade 11 
socials class at Caledonia Senior Secondary School. 
The sOrvey's lmrpose was to determine the 
community's ~,iew o'f immigrants and Indians' claims 
and, also, the immigrant's view of the commumty. 
To form the basis for this survey the students first 
defined P:~o key words: Racism and Prejudice. 
Their definitions were: Prejudice - an unfavorable 
feelin~ towards any person or thing prior to, or not 
based on, actual experience. 
Racism -prejudice in favor of certain races, involves 
a hatred of a given race and a grading of races in terms 
of "superiority" of one to another. 
People of the community thought that immigrants 
should adopt "Canadian" culture but should be allowed 
to retain their own culture inside their own homes. 
They thought that East Indians are most reluctant to 
"'I'd love 
give up their ethnic culture. 
Many Canadians aid that they felt that a Canadian 
should be hir~,d over an immigrant because of high 
unemployment i  Canada. Pmother common viewpoint 
• was that immigrants should have jobs waiting for them 
when they arrwe in Canada so as not to contribute to 
the country's economic instability. Others, however, 
said that immigrants hould have equal opportunities 
to jobs. 
When asked about Canada's immigration policy, 
most Canadians aid that they thought it should be 
harder for people to come into Canada. 
Surprisingly, the immigrants interviewed agreed 
with most of those views and added that although they 
badn t suffered any racial actions, they thought hat 
many people haibored' negative attitudes towards 
" them. 
East Indians and other Asian immigrants think they 
are the hardest hit by racial prejudice. This is, 
perhaps, a reflection of the Canadian's view of their 
culture. 
The fact is that all of the three groups - Natives, 
dignitary. 
They will be used perhaps 
two or three times a week, 
and will remain an 
expensive, mpty' edifice for 
the rest of the tune. 
Furthermore, the move is 
to discourage advisory 
bodies who, in most 
progressive communities, 
are seen as a valuable 
resource. 
"And Page" 
Canadian citizens and immigrants - all love Canada. 
But the question remains: Do they love each other? 
Immigrants felt that getting into Canada was 
difficult enough under present rules and thought hat 
Canada s immigration policy was too restrictive. 
Another point in which immigrants disagreed with 
Canadians was the issue of marriage. 
Immigrants were of the opinion that it didn't matter 
whether or not the person their child married was of a 
different race. 
While most Canadians held this view, a few were 
reluctant in allowing their child to do this. 
Another issue the survey covered was Indian land 
claims. ,.While most people knew little about Native 
Canadians or their claims, their opinions were greatly 
varied. 
Responses to this issue were that Indians have no 
claim to damages for what happenec two nunarea 
years ago; that they should be treated like any other 
Canadians; that they should be reinbursed for their 
vast losses and that they have a right to some land but 
should not use violence to get it. 
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to take a five-week trade mission tour around the worm like Lougheed, 
but I'd be accused of breaking up the country,'" 
Papa Bear's opinion 
Wisdom of elderly 
should be cherished 
By MARVIN RAMUS 
Special to the Herald 
At this point in our history, the 
people of our nation are in a phase of 
awareness of depleting national 
resources, a time when everyone 
from the common worker to the 
corporate owner is talking and 
thinking of what is going to happen 
to us by the year 2000. 
I would like to draw your attention 
to another great resource being lost 
to us forever. That resource is 
Knowledge.. 
Yes knowledge, and experience, 
that everyone from government, o 
big corporations, and down the 
progression of size to the smallest 
business and individual tax payer, 
has paid an incalculable amount of 
money and effort to obtain. 
I refer to the thousands of elderly 
people that we let go from our work 
force every day of the year, the 
worker that we have paid and 
trained for many years, and just 
when he has, finally reached the 
point of prime knowledge, where he 
i 
m 
could derive great use of this person, 
we retire him to oblivion. 
After years of performing for us 
we sentence them to a fate worse 
than death. We shove them out in 
the cold with little or no income, 
unneeded, 'unwanted, ignored. 
God, what a waste! What a loss of 
our efforts towards more and better 
education in the trades. 
Have you ever considered the kind 
of training team we could have if we 
took some of these older people with 
their years of practical working 
experience and teamed• them up 
with young university graduates 
who know all the theory? 
Their combined knowledge would 
give us the ideal working teams. 
Youth-knowledge-experience- the 
dream of all personnel managers. 
So I ask you, at a time when 
training institutes are finding it 
impossible to fill shortage of trained 
personnel, why are we ignoring One 
of our greatest resourced? Think of 
this, carefully, because tomorrow 
we, too, will be old! • 
Interpreting the news 
Carter-Congress 
start to unite 
By GARRY FAIRBAIRN 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- If 
history were written from 
newspaper headlines, 
Jimmx Carter's first .six 
months in the presidency 
would be judged a 
legislative disaster. 
Members of congress 
have produced an endless 
stream of headlines as they 
blocked many of his 
proposals, rejected sug- 
gested presidential ppoint- 
ments and issued hundreos 
of sharp ly -c r i t i ca l  
sta)tements on his policies. 
Even such major 
economic proposals as his 
suggested $50 tax rebate 
withered in the face of well- 
publicized opposition from a 
Congress dominated by his 
fellow Democrats. 
As prime minister in a 
parliamentary system, 
Carter might have had no 
choice but to resign. 
But the U.S. congress is 
not Parliament and history 
is not written from 
headlines. 
Behind the day-to-day 
defeats and retreats that 
make the headlines, 
Carter's policies have been 
making real progress in 
Congress. 
The progress, however, 
Kitimat women 
state job need 
Editor, Dally Herald 
The following is an open 
letter to Conservative 
leader Joe Clark 
As members of Kitimat's 
Status ' of Women 
organization, we wish to 
thank you for expressing 
interest in women's 
employment problems when 
you visited Kitimat 
recently. 
In answer to your query, 
women do need employment 
here and are having 
difficulty finding jobs. 
Over 40 per cent • of the 
people registered with 
Canada Manpower here in 
Kitimat are women. 
A reliable source at 
Human Resources stated 
that there are more women 
on welfare and more women 
heads of single-parent 
families in town. 
This source also gave two 
reasons for these women 
being on welfare, lack of 
jobs and lack of suitable day 
care when jobs can be 
found. 
Of the nearly 2000 hourly- 
paid employees at Alcan's 
smelter, only 2 to 3 per cent 
are women. A recent survey 
has found that most of these 
women consider their jobs 
to be permanent and would 
like to advance but most 
also felt that chances for 
advancement were small 
for women. 
In administrative jobs, 
Alcan employs 543 men and 
125 women. Euroean, the 
pulp and paper mill, has 
nearly a thousand hourly- 
paid employees and only 29 
hourly-paid women. 
Our group has just 
completed a task force 
study for the Federal 
Government on women in 
single industry towns, and 
will be happy to send you a 
copy when printing is 
completed. 
Thank you for yoBr 
interest. 
Tamitik Status of Women 
has to be iudged by U.S~ 
stendards--m the context of 
one of the most complex and 
chaotic political systems 
ever produced by,'man by 
design or accident. 
It would be as unthinkable 
for a U.S. president to get a 
budget or comprehensive 
energy program throuS~ 
Congress essent ia l ly  
unchanged as it would be for 
a majority Canadian gov- 
ernment to have such 
measures radically altered 
by Parliament. 
There is no place for 
Canadian-style party 
discipline in the U.S. 
system, Where more than 
500 representatives and 
senators have virtually 
independent power bases 
and where thousands of 
special-interest groups fight 
an unrelenting battle tor 
their pet  projects in a. 
myriadof committees and 
subcommittees. 
Carter aides, for example, 
are claiming a victory for 
the controversial water 
projects policy, which has 
been described as the 
vresident's greatest blunder 
in dealing with Congress. 
The issue began with the 
White House seeking-- 
officially, at least--to kill39 
costly projects. Members of 
Congress reacted with 
vehement condemnation 
and threats of retsiUation 
against other White House 
programs. The 32 projects 
on the "hit list" fell to 17. 
Then the House of 
Representatives voted 218 to 
194 to provide funds for all 
the 17 projects. 
The vote, however, was 
only a superficial defeat for 
Carter. I t  indicated that 
supporters of the project 
could not muster the 
necessary two-thirds 
majority to sustain the 
projects if Carter vetoed the 
b i l l .  . . 
A sidelight of the debate, 
illustrating the complexity 
of Washington politics, was 
that Carter's position was 
championed by a 
Massachusetts Republican, 
Silvio Conte, and opposed by 
House majority leader Jim 
Wright of Texas. 
Congressional supporters 
of the project were left with 
• a tricky problem in trying to 
cut the number of projects 
just enough so that Carter 
would refrain from a veto. 
Carter, who crilized his 
predecessor's frequent use 
of vetoes, would prefer to 
avoid them unless Congress 
acts completely against his 
wishes on a major issue. 
P J 
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Bombers beat AIs i Spor t  I Carew's hot bat 
~IN~4~H~GKO~c)~ANI--K quaI~r~grh~ac~aSb:hedb~tClk~p~ °ne iagh~l~a;~°ve~/~nr°;:gh': g ives Twin s win 
#rr~eK~toipgh~ub~argtarnbhaicSkib~ t~r0eCaken~lS~o ~ay°onut ai~id s ~iercS~t~uc~h:~eWrn:#~Ya;en r thhi  
~l~rsth:yWi.n~Pt~ggB~: rOP~eO~etan~'e~;n~forehwe ~kie foiykerdW~:uhcilnfetwOn f~re~! i~! i ;~  i DevineandDaroldKnowles 
combined on a four.hitter as WeSe~een~n . F oOtboanlt~ co~tract., pass that put the Bombers pYEFTsHE ASSOCIATED ii!  ii;F ° /r/ !il IN TORONTO Craig Kusick's seventh- Texas Rangers defeated inning sacrifice fly scored Cleveland 6-0 to hand the ~4unY~rreda~ Rod Carew with the winning American League West. Indians their fourth 
run and Dave Goltz BREWERS WIN consecutive loss. 
exhbition game. achieved greater results, yards on 10 penalties, outduelled 10-game winner 
Pick-off saves Ticat, 
By MIKE RUTSEY 
HAMILTON (CP) -- Gary 
Sb~w intercepted a J.J. 
Jones pass in the end zone 
with 30 seconds left in the 
game to preserve Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats 24-16 victory 
over Calgary Stampeders in 
a Canadian Football League 
exhibition game Wednesday 
night. 
Hamilton appeared to put 
rite game out of Calgary's 
reach after Dave Pegg 
kicked his third field goal of 
the night to ~ive Hamilton a 
24-16 lead with two minutes 
remaining in the game,. 
Jones then moved his 
team from his own 42-yard 
line down to the Hamilton 8 
with 35 seconds on the clock. 
On first down, he threw into 
the corner of the end zone 
but Shaw cut in front of the 
intended receiver to end the 
Stampeders threat. 
Hamilton was lucky to De 
behind by just 16-8 at the 
half. 
Calgary's first-string 
quarterback John Hufnagel 
had the Hamilton defence 
reeling the entire opening 
two quarters. 
• After the Ticats opened 
the scoring at 6:18 on a 
single by Ken Clark, .the 
arm of Hufnagel and the 
running of Willie Burden 
moved the Stampeders for 
16 points. 
Hufnagel, playing just the 
first half, was 14-18 in 
passing •and for 147 yards 
and one touchdown. 
Calgary scored the first 
major on a seven-yardpass 
Hufnagel to Larry Leathern 
and then moved the team 
into position for two Cyril 
McFall field goals. 
Hamilton scored its first 
touchdown on a 75-yard pass 
and run play from Tom 
Shuman to Mike Harris in the second quarter. 
That one play was the lone 
time the 16,184 fans had any- 
thing, to cheer about in the 
opening half. 
Hamilton coach Bob Shaw 
must be pleased with the 
performance of Pegg. Last 
year the Ticats had the 
worst fieldgoal record in the 
CFL, booting just nine. 
Pegg has already topped 
last season's longest 
successful effort with his 34- 
yarder Wednesday night. 
Last year the longest 
Hamilton field goal was 32 
yards. 
Calgary's quarterbacks 
combined for 247 yards in 
the air to Hamilton's 188. 
The Ticats, however, on the 
strength of Edwards and 
Ken Strayhorn, outrushed 
the Stamps 164.93. 
i|m " 
Seaver 
traded 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Star 
pitcher Tom Seaver was 
traded by New York Mets to 
the Cincinnati Reds in a 
National League baseball 
trade Wednesday night, it 
was learned. 
The Reds, two-time 
defending world champions, 
will be giving up four 
players to get Seaver, 
regarded the best in his 
craft in the .1~.. st decade. The 
new Mets wdl bepitcher Pat 
Zachry, infielder Doug 
Flynn and top minor league 
prospect Steve Henderson, 
an outfielder. 
The Associated Press also 
learned that a fourth player, 
whose identity is not known, 
would be included in the 
deal. 
Tigers roar 
Fernando Arroyo fired a 
five-hitter for his first major 
league shutout and Detroit 
Tigers smacked 13 hits on 
their way to a 9-0 American 
League baseball victory 
Wednesday night over 
Toronto Blue Jays. 
First baseman Jason 
Thompson made 16 of the 
Tigers 27 putouts as the Blue 
Jays continually grounded 
out. 
• Arroyo, 4-1 as a starter 
since being inserted in the 
rotation on May 14, 
improved his season's 
re~ord to 5-3. 
Ben Ogiivie drove in three 
runs witha sacrifice fly and 
DETROIT (AP) - -a  two-run homer off ex- 
Tiger Dave Lemanczyk, 4-6. 
Rusty Staub and Steve 
Kemp knocked in two runs 
each for Detroit, while Phil 
Mankowski singled in a run 
and another scored on an 
err'or. 
Detroit jumped on 
Lemanczyk for four runs in 
the opening inning, two on a 
single by rookie Kemp. The 
other two were unearned 
due to a three-base error by 
left fielder AI Woods, who 
dropped a fly ball by 
Thompson. 
The victory was the fourth 
' in the last five games for the 
Tigers. 
Frank Tanana as Minnesota 
Twins beat California 
Angels 3-2 in an American 
League baseball game 
Wednesday night. 
Carew laced a one:out 
triple into the right-field 
corner and scored easily on 
Kusick's long fly to right. It 
was the 11tb triple of the 
season for Carew, who also 
sing, led and increased his 
major-league leading bat- 
ring average to .388. 
Goltz, 6-4, shut out the 
Angels after giving up two 
runs in the first inning. The 
burly righthander scattered 
nine hits, struck out eight 
and walked two while going 
the distance for the fourth 
time this season. 
Tanana, 10-3, fanned only 
three, walked four and hit 
one batter. Jerry Remy 
Word soon on fate 
of Calgary 'Cowboys 
By JOE DARY 
CALGARY (CP) -- A 
definite answer into the fat • of Calgary Cowboys of the 
World Hockey Association 
will likely he made by June 
30, club president Bill Hay 
Need for new systems 
representative a t  the in Terrace for pre-sehool 
meeting spoke of the need children. 
for a permanent arts and Also at the forum, 
crafts building in Terrace. representatives for minor 
She said that Terrace was hockey and figure skating 
the only city of its size not to made peas for more ice time 
have a permanent s ructure and more convenient hours. 
which could be used Minor hockey spokesman 
morning, afternoon and Bernie Solder asked for a 10 
evening for the wide variety per cent increase in ice 
of arts and crafts activities time, pointing out the need 
beingdone in the area. for additional hours to 
"The time is ripe for such facilitate the planned inter- 
a facility," she stated, c~ty league's four rep teams, 
Twowomen spo~ein tavor a coaches clinic, a 
of lowering the fees at the skateathon, a Christmas 
Peter Jones suggested 
that if the curling club was 
given a grant by the district 
in lieu of taxes, it sliould be 
possible for the public to use 
their courts. 
Former aiderwoman 
Mary Little urged those 
interested to form a tennis 
club to provide volunteer :labor~ to repair, old. courts 
and contribute towards the 
construction of new ones. 
• "Don't rely on the 
commiss ion , "  she 
cautioned. "Get out and do 
The need to create new 
facilities and lower the fees 
at existing ones dominated the public recreation forum 
held at the Terrace arena 
Tuesday night. 
The forum was sponsored 
by the Terrace recreation 
commission and the district 
recreation dcp~,t .in.¢nt....tP allow. ~itize~s,4o.veice t~ ir 
concerns  regarding 
recreational needs in the 
area. 
Several people at the 
meeting voiced their 
unhappiness with the lack of 
tennis courts in Terrace. 
commission members and 
aldermen present hat he 
gathered a list of 41 names 
of people who are interested 
in tennis. 
He urged council to 
provide the 
said Wednesday. 
He told a news conference 
had been advised by a club 
owners and directors that 
recent discussions between 
the WHA and National 
Hockey League about a 
possible merger between 
the rival leagues indicated 
the city wouldbe part of the 
expanded league. 
Amona the major require- 
ments, ~owever, would he 
an arena that could seat 
June 30 at which time tlze 
Cowboys will he able to 
definitely advise Calgarians 
of the team's future," Hay 
said. 
"The  directors are 
confident that the need for a 
multi.purpose building is 
ap.~rent and that such a 
building will be available 
within two years, and that 
any expansion of major 
league hockey will include 
Calgary." 
15,000 spectators. The 
Corral, built in the early Stu Barker, president of 
1950s and home ice for the the Stampede and 
Cowboys during their two- Exhibition Association, 
year stay here, seats about owners of the Corral, told 
6,-500, making it the the news conference the 
smallest arena in Stampede board had hired 
professional hockey, an outside consulting firm to 
"The decision _ on prepare a report proving the 
expansion is expected by . need for such a ]~acility.: 
In other American League 
action, Don Money capped In the National League, 
Milwaukee's ix-run second John Stearns delivered the 
inning with a two-run fie-breakin~ run with an 
homer, and the Brewers eighth-inn|ng groundout, 
went on to defeat Baltimore giving New York Mets a 6-5 
Orioles 6-2. victory over Atlanta 
Ferna'ndo Arroyo fired a Braves. 
fivehitter for his first major 
league shutout and Detroit Jackie Brown hurled a 
fourhitter for his third Tigers smacked 13 hits on 
their way to a 9-0 rout of consecutive victory as 
Toronto Blue Jays. Montreal Expos blanked 
Mike Marshall, Adrian Houston Astres 2-0. 
Now Open 
. . . . . . . . .  • .................. .......~%::::::.~ 
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~!i Chop Suey Garden l~ 
iii , i~i Restaurant !~i 
::!..........:.....~.......;.;.:.;...:%.~:......;....~%:..;V..........:.:.:.~.:.:.~.:.:~z~:~ 
Chinese & Canadian Food 
Free - Home deliver1 in town limit. 
Delivery Hours: 4 pm. to 10 p.m. 
10% disoount on Pick-up ordorr 
638-1946 
Open 7 days a week 
from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
4430 GREIG, TERRACE, B.C, 
PLUMBING BY 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD~ 
635-9319 
For DAD on 
it." swimming pool and the tournament and provincial 
Newly-elected alderman arena in Terrace. playoffs. ~&Vl~.~~M-~- -~ :  .~ j_~) .~_)~ ~ ~ ~  
One man told the David Pease said that the Joyce Findlay said that A figure skating 
Terrace tennis club had the fees were already too ~[~[~J~[~-~[~J l l~[ [~ @ 
been continually frustrated big handshehadheardthat representat ive  sa id imprOved hours and more ' ~ ~- r -  
when it had made they would be increased in ice time improve the quality 
approaches to council and the fall. 
the curling club three years Ella George told the of instruction and attract 
ago. meeting that she had more members. 
funds to When it was pointed out recently moved here from A minor baseball 
complete the Lions Club that he was now in position Nelson where the fees were spokesman said that lack of 
to do something about the considerably lower. She park facilities in the area 
repair the curling club situation, Pease agreed, also complained about the had prevented his group 
An arts and craft lack of playground facilities from booting games. 
courts near the arena or to Electric Weed 
courts. 
Eaters !ii1 l~ '  " 
ili! The Electrical powered grass 
~,~/~', pwi th  the nylon string 
 ity Centre Mall Needle Clippie 
s899,. =3995 
• " y - - D A Y  . . . .  f/;:i:, 
UNE~),::: Don't be old-fasJuoned. Get Dad 
a Weed-Eater to make his life 
Iour TV Admiral 20in Portable Co s49988 j st a little easier 
° 
| L 
CHARGEIT I  
CHARGEX 
r 
master charge 
Gordon g Anderson 
Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave. 635-6576 Closed Mondays 
( 
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Gillis best player avai'lable: 
By GRANT KERR 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Left winger Jere Gillis, the 
fourth player selected 
Tuesday in the National 
Hockey League amateur 
draft, was "the best player 
available and we intend to 
sign him," said general 
m~nager Jake Milford of 
Vancouver Canucks. 
Gillis, a 55-goal scorer in 
1976-77 for Sherbrooke 
Beavers of the Quebec 
Major Junior Hockey 
League and the all-star left 
winger in the Memorial Cup 
pl:voffs here last month, 
said in a telephone interview 
from Montreal that his 
~ent ',.as already had 
'--.uss~ons with a team 
a ~he World Hockey 
" ciation. 
I talked to the agent last 
{ht and he didn't give me 
too much encouragement," 
Milford said in an interview. 
"but he did indicate that 
Gillis isn't committed to 
anyone at this time. 
"This is the guy we 
wanted real bad ever since 
the Memorial Cup. He was 
the best player available 
when it was our turn and we 
intend to make every 
possible ffort o sign him to 
an NHL contract." 
Jerry Petrie of Montreal, 
who calls himself a 
representative rather than a 
player agent or lawyer, said 
Vancouver was one of two 
NHL cities which Gillis 
indicated he would consider 
playing in. 
NEGOTIATIONS 
UNDERWAY 
"The WHA hasn't had it's 
&aftyet," said Petrie, "But 
Ive already talked with two 
teams from that league. 
"No deal has been made 
with the WHA, despite what 
some people may think. 
Jere and I intend to be in 
Vancouver next week to talk 
again with Mr. Milford and 
the Canucks." 
Petrie, who also 
represents Guy Lafleur of 
Montreal Canadiens and 
Borje Salming of Toronto 
Maple Leafs, said Gillis was 
interested in playing in New 
York because two of his 
brothers are professional 
dancers on Broadway. 
"Jere is a lot like Guy La- 
fleur," said Petrie, "He's 
quiet and shy, but a hell of a 
competitor." 
Gillis, 19, who scored four 
dgOals in the Memorial Cup 
espite four losing games by 
Sherbrooke, said his agent 
had talked "to someone with 
Quebec Nordiques." He said 
he wasn't sure of the extent 
of the talks and he is 
"looking forward to coming 
back to Vancouver because 
it's a fantastic city." 
Taking to the highway 
Allison Fredricks, 9, (top) and his five.year-old brother were gettin a lofty 
perspective on things yesterday in the playground at Veritas Separate School on 
Straume Avenue. (Herald photo by David Richardson) 
Ball control is tcey 
to Canada's chances. 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Coach Jack Donohue says 
Canada 's  nat iona l  
basketball team will have to 
play a slow pace and 
maintain ball control 
tonight if it hopes to defeat 
the powerful Soviet Union in 
their Intercontinental Cup 
game. 
"The key with us is 
control," Donohue said. "If 
we can keep things slowed 
down and not get involved in 
a race, we should be okay." 
But if the Canadians get 
involved in a scoring race, 
their lack of international 
experience begins to show 
through. 
Donohue says a fast, 
running game doesn't help 
his key players like Martin 
Riley, Jim Zoet or John 
Cassidy. 
The young and mostly in- 
experienced national team 
scored its third consecutive 
victory Tuesday night, 68-52 
over Yugoslavia, after 
suffering five successwe 
losses in the first segment of 
the tournament in Europe. 
But while the Yugoslowan 
team Tuesday was an 
entirely different one than 
that which defeated Canada 
95.74 in Europe, the Soviet 
Union is expected to have 
"only two changes from the 
lineup that whipped Canada 
107-65 in Europe. 
SOVIETS ARE STRONG 
"The Soviets are big and 
strong and they play a lot of 
the Yugoslavs," Donohue 
said of the perennial world 
championship contenders. 
"We will have to play the 
same type of game we 
played Tuesday ... control 
the ball, especially on 
defence, and try to take it to 
them on offence," 
Against the Soviets 
however, that is much 
easier said than done. Many 
an international team has 
had its game plan destroyed 
by Vladimir Tkachenko. 
The Soviet's outstanding 
centre stands seven-foot- 
four and weighs about 300 
pounds, all of which he has 
successfully used under the 
baskets. 
And despite his size, Tka- 
chenko Is mobile and 
difficult to manoeuvre out of 
position. 
Tkachenko almost single- 
handedly  destroyed 
Canada's team in the 
bronze-medal game at last 
summer 's  Montreal  
Olympics and Donohue 
admits his defence will have 
its hands full tonight. 
"We don't really have a 
" S good defence yet, he say . 
"It's mostly a bluff defel]ce. 
We've found the one.two-two 
zone to be our most 
consistent defence but even 
with it we have a lot of bad 
fouls." 
Following tonight's game, 
Canada travels to Ottawa 
where it winds up play in the 
In tercont inenta l  Cup 
Saturday against Belgium. 
Canada goes into tomlIht's 
game with a record of I hree 
wins and five 'losses while 
the Soviet Union has seven 
wins and one loss. 
Italy and Brazil share 
first place with 16 points, 
one more than the Soviets 
and Yugoslavs. Israel and 
Argentina both have 14 
points, while Canada, 
Mexico and the United 
States have 11 apiece, two 
more than Belgium. 
A team gets two points for 
a win and one point for a 
defeat. 
'M ilford 
The 6-foot-I, 195.pounder 
is a native of Bend, Ore., 
and moved to Montreal at 
the age of three. He played 
four seasons with the 
Beavers. 
POPEIN IN CHARGE 
Milford let personnel 
director Larry Popein call 
the shots for the Canucks in 
the draft and seemed happy 
with the outcome. 
"We went into the draft 
looking for a centre, a right- 
handed defenceman and a 
goaltender," said Milford, 
'who replaced the fired Phil 
Maloney as general 
manager June 1 after pre- 
viously resigning a similar 
post with Los Angeles 
Kings. 
"We didn't get a centre 
because Dale McCourt was 
the first player taken (by 
Detroit). But we think we 
got a good player in Gillis 
just the same. 
TOLD CFL 'CLEAN UP ACT' 
Drug allegations 
got him fired 
l~cNicoll approactz to the 
OTT~tWA (CF; -- Andre Ottawa andToronto teams 
McNicoll said Wednesday 
he has been fired as director 
of information for the 
Canadian Foundation on 
Alcohol and Drug 
Dependencies for writing 
two Canadian Football 
League teams asking that 
they "clean up their act as 
regards the use of 
amphetamines by players." 
McHieoU made public a 
letter to the foundation 
president, James Edwards 
of Edmonton, saying that  
McNicoll had refused to 
resign for writing to Ottawa 
Rough Riders and Toronto 
Argonauts and that con- 
sequently he had been fired. 
The McNicoli letter said 
that Jake Gaudaur, CFL 
commissioner, efused an 
invitation two years ago to 
participate in a seminar on 
drugs m 3pert. 
"That is unfortunate," the 
letter says. "He (Gaudaur) 
would have discovered ... 
some alarming cases of 
amphetamine use in 
Canadian sports, including 
in at least one instance in. 
junior hockey." 
He says Gaudaur wrote  
Edwards a "terse and 
sarcastic letter" a~ut the 
which led to the firin, g. 
The- M~Ni~bll-letter "adds 
that two years ago, Dennis 
Taylor, then executive 
director of the foundatlof|, 
was "unceremoniously 
dismissed for having 
• • ' "o f  cntic|zed themactiun a 
federal agency 'which is the 
"main funding source" for 
the foundation on alcohol 
and drug dependencies.. 
The letter asks Edwarus 
whether the foundation is 
"ever to have policies 
independent of the federal 
OVernment or must it 
rever pay obsequious 
homage to its benefactor?" 
m an interview, McNicoil 
said he would not have been 
fired ff his letters to the two 
CFL teams had been 
confined to alcohol, ignoring 
the question of drugs. 
His letter says he has 
written on his own initiative 
"many similar letters to 
school boards, industries 
and other organizations 
alerting them to the danger 
of drug abuse." 
"The foundation is 
drifting badly as regards 
policies on drugs other than 
alcohol." 
Racing,., 
business 
pays 
dividends 
• EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Gilles Vilieneuve, the first 
Canadian driver to be paid 
to compete in Formula I 
Grand Prix competition, ~ 
says his decision to treat his 
racing career as a business 
is paying dividends. 
Villeneuve, 25, who won 
nine of 10 Formula Atlantic 
events last year and finished 
second recently at Mosport, 
near Toronto, in the first 
race of the $400,000 series 
for 1977, is committed to 
drive in at least four races 
for the Marlboro McLaren 
team this year. 
"I start at the British 
Grand Prix," he said in an 
interview Wednesday. "I go 
there  (S i l vers tone ,  
England) immediately after 
racing in Edmonton in about 
two weeks ."  
The native of 
Berthierville, Que., will 
attempt to retain his 
Formula  At lant i c  
championship despite his 
contract with MeLaren. 
That means he will run at 
Gimli, Man., next weekend 
then in Edmonton, July 1-3. 
Other events are scheduled 
at Wcstwood Oval, near 
Vancouver, Shubenecadie, 
N.S., St. Felicien, Que., and 
Quebec City. 
He finished second at 
Mosport behind Price Cobb 
of Houston following a grim 
battle ~#ith Keke Rosberg, 
22, of Finland. The duel 
featured a ~air of bumps 
that left Vflleneuve with 
damaged steering and a 
cons istent  handl ing 
problem. 
"I don't know what to 
expect from Formula One-- 
I have never driven a 
Formula One car," said 
Villeneuve, a former 
snowmobile competitor who 
invested all his race 
"We may have to trade for 
a centre, although the 
Canucks had five of them at 
the end of last season." 5
Vancouver ,  which 
finished fourtl~ in the Conn 
Smythe Division last 
season, took defenceman 
Jeff Bandura of portland 
Winter Hawks of the 
Western Canada Hockey 
League in the second round. 
T~e .Canucks selected 
Brandon Wheat Kings of the 
WCHL in the third round, 
then added centre Dave 
Morrow of Calgary 
Ctennials of the WCHL and 
goa l tender  ~ Murray  
Bannerman of Victoria 
Cougars of the WCHL in the 
fourth. 
EXTRA CHOICE 
Vancouver had .two picks 
in the fourth round after 
trading veteran defenceman 
Rockies prior to the 1976-77 
season. 
"It was a good time to 
grab goaltenders," sa id  
Milford. "We don't have any 
young ones in our system 
and there may have to be 
some changes here (in goal) 
next season." 
The Canucks already have 
the NHL rights to over-age 
goaltender Blaine Peterson 
of New Westminfter Brulns. 
goaltender Glen Hanlon of Tracy Pratt to Colorado of the WCHL. 
TERRACE MINOR 
R GISTRATIOTN 
SATURDAY JUNE 18, 
CLARENCE NilCHIEL GYM 
FROM 1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. 
t 
Cost is $25.00 per boy or 
$55.00 for a family of three 
or more boys. 
Registration is for boys born between 
the years 1970 and 1959. 
Parent or guardian must register boy. 
If out of town on this date 
have a friend register your boy. 
Only ONE registration will be held. 
REGISTRATIONS WILL HOT be accepted at a 
later date as has been done in the past. 
p A v A v A A A 
Furniture & Appliances 
Presents • A New Concept in Sleep. 
ULTIMATE I 
Looks l ike a s tandard  bed --. but  has the F loatat ion  
of a Water  Bed - w i th  only F= the we ight  
..... . . . .  ~i .¸  , ~ ' ,  
 oer 
Basic 6" extra.firm polyurethane side 
rails haldweter mattress In recess. Mattress has 
smooth.fitting, high.quality; foam.backed, 
quilted coverlet, which can be easily removed. 
Polyurethane frame 
SEE HOW THE MATTRESS I$ MADE , 
. Recess snugly holds water mattress which is 
only 5" deep requiring half as much water as the 
regular 0" waterbed. 
2. Firm wide support for sitting on edge of bed. 
No uncomfortable would frame to pinch you. no 
more brolsesl 
3. Polyurethane mattress bottom eliminates the 
need for 0" of water • because water and 
polyurethane reach approximately the same 
density at a S" depth. 
Queen Now 
Size *599" in Stock 
Frammetto  opt ional  Ext ra  
Open a Totem Revo lve-a-charge,  
winnings and sold his house [ ]  
to raise enough money for 
his first Formula Ford, 
which be bought in 1974. 
"I have loved things with 
motors since I was eig ht 
years old. I realized I would 
have to treat my racing 
career like any business. I 
would have to invest some ": SHARPLES 63s 115e . ' 
money. , ,, 
L~ I I 
14. Business Personal 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street ~olden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C joble~,s. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Phone 635-6357 - Terrace Kalum. (ctf) 
Phone 632-5706. KItimat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carder 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yea('ly by mail in Canada 
~0.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mail 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. S2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
dasslfled ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight WatChers meeting" held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lozetle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledoni'a High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For 
partnership or information 
: phone 635.7356. (cff) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No.. 
1820, Terrace, B;C. Meeting. 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 0 p•m. 
.Phone 635-6641. /ct~b i'. 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more information .phone 635 -~ 
2847 or635-3023. 
• ' ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
638.1021 
635-74.23 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22,. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
~re you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help' you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confldentlal. Phone Mary or 
John - 635-4419 or Jane - 635- 
4607. (ctf) 
I 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For • 
further information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
'(Ladies of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Farewell service for Rev. Don 
Lewis on June 19, 11:00 et Knox 
United Church; followed hy a 
luncheon at •noon. (P- 
7,6,9,10,11,12,13) 
The monthly forum of the 
Kltlmet N.D.P. Club will be on 
June the 25st Rlverlodge 7:30. 
This forum Is very Important, 
there will be presented a list of 
nominations for the next 
executive so a good turnout Is 
very necessary. There will also 
be a showing of films of Interest. 
Once again these forums are 
open to the public and are not 
bering, It Is a place for talk and 
discussions and" In these 
troubled times you need an 
outlet and what bailer place to 
do It than at our forums. For 
Information phone the toltowl'ng 
pdmbers: 1.6385, 1.7039, 1.2486. 
Garage Sale - Saturday June 
le, 4401 Birch Ave. Household 
Put your skills as a housewife 
into earnings. A Professional 
Homemakers course will be 
held in Terrace. 
Register Now 
For further information call 
1635-5135 
TERRACE 635-6357 KITIMAT 632-5706 
19. Help Wan~ed 
I 
General Secretary 
B.C. Government Era. 
ployea's Union 
4911 Canada Way 
Burnaby, B.C. 
VSG 3W3 
(C-11) 
CONFIDENTIAL 
SECRETARY required 
• immediately to Monster, 
32. Bicycles,  Motorcyc les  
mm~ 
1973 Honda 350 CC. 3400 miles. 
Phone 635.3655 after S'pm. (p) 
13) 
For Sale Honda Bike T.C. 10. 
Asking price $330.00 or. best 
• offer.,635-2933. (p.11,13,15) 
For sale 1974 XLt175 Honda, 
$800, 1974 CT 90 Honda, 200 
miles, 5650; 1969 Volkswagen 
"ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con- 
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876or 636-1231. (cff) 
I 
B&B' & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
' Box 571 
or phone 
635.3689 
Terrace, B.C. 
(ctf).. 
I . . . .  
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land. 
Federal Business Development 
Bank, Terrace. Duties include 
Wel~ration and maintenance of 
confidential staff records; 
internal acootmting functions 
and some supervision. ~jpL,~, 
dietsphone and s~orthand skills 
required. Excellent staff 
benefits and working condition. 
Salary Commensurate with 
experience. Please for~vard 
resume to undernoted address 
or telephone Mr. Kartasheff or 
Mr. Cousi,s at 63F~951, 8A.M. - 
4 P.M. for appointmeet. 
Beetle, 11800. Phone 635-2457 
after 5. ' (p.12,14) 
"33. For  Sa!e - Misc.  ' 
For Sale: NcR Cash Register, 
8 department total, recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlntorlond General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St. Terrace, 
635-4636. (ctf) 
For sale approx. 12x16 good 
quality carpet, green and rust, 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., 
VeG 1P8. 
39. Boats & Engines 
For sale 17' 1974 Glastron with 
85 HP Mercury outboard, 
trailer and accessories. Phone 
638.1079. * (p.18) 
15 ft. Calglasa convertsble 
camper top. 50 H.P Johnson 
Electric start. E.Z. Tilt treller. 
This outfit new, unused. Pur. 
chased late '16. S~00.00 firm. 
Phoneevenlngs 638.1288. (p.l~l) 
41. Mach inery  for  Sale 
Reconditioned Ford tractor`, 
winter chains, overhead loader, 
bucket and Made. Will throw In 
stone boat and hay •rake. 
S1750.00, or offers. Phone 635. 
6785 after 4 pro. (p.13) 
47. Homes fo r  Rent 
1 bedroom house for rent. 
Including underlay. Phone. Kelth. Phone 635.6334, g-5 pro. 
5-3241. (i).12,13) i (ctf) 
48. Suites for Rent 
For" rent In Thornhlll. One 
bedroom furnished apartment, 
5140 per month. Slnbgles only. 
phone 635.2065. (p-14) 
r I , 
49. Homes for Sale 
2496 sq. ft. of compl~ely 
finished llvlng area on 2 floors. 
W-w carpeting, fireplace, 
speclous llvlng and dlnlng area, 
5 bedrooms and fatally room. 2 
full baths and laundry room. 
Large lot, landscaped on qulet 
street. Frult trees garden and 
Insulated garage. 635-5571. (p• 
11,12,13) 
Private Sale. 3 bedroom home 
on bench. 7~x120 fully land• 
52. Wanted'to Rent 
Wanted to rent immediately; 
a 4 bedroom house with some 
a(:reage, fireplace, garage, 
shower, preferably with a 
washer and dryer hook.up. Will 
give references. Please phone 
635.6357 and leave name and 
number. (sff) 
Wanted to rent camper or 
trailer for first 2 weeks Ifl July. 
Phone 635-4396. (c.13) 
56. Business Opportunity 
For Sale, Wild Duck Motel. 
7 newly renovated units, 
laundry, office, storage space, 
also 2 bedroom house on 1 acre. 
Unlimited expenslon, or  
scaplng, backfil l ing, stump' 
'removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle Waller. 
Phone 635-3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(cff) 
sca.ped lot, full basement, hesi retirement Income. SlO0,O0O. 
finished rec room. Carport," Phone 635.3242 or writs R.R.No. 
patio, garden, fenced back 2 Terrace. (c.12,13,14,22,1,2) 
yard, 635-9794. (p-13) / " 
57. Automobi les  
2 bedroom house with large ~" 
fenced yard back and front with 1971 Vega, 3.speed standard, 
fruit trees. Newly redecorated, only 47,000 miles, S1100 or best 
Pr ivate s idewalk.garage,  offer. Phone 635.3433. (p- 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S  
ENTERPRISES  LTD.  
R.V.  Par ts  & Auto  
Parts .  Auto  repa i rs .  
Amer ican and Impor !  
Cars. 
3026 Hwy.  16 East  
Phone 636-1710 
Webb Ref.r!geratioq 
4623 SOUCIE 635;2138 
@ 
Authorized . 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
(c-14)' 
ScMlet Distrld 
NO.. (Ni lhgei  
School 01strict No. 92 (Nlshga) 
requires a general Maintenance 
Superintendent to work with 
end train Native Nlshgo people 
In theoperatlon end main. 
tsnence of schools, teachers 
housing and  student group 
homes situated at Alyansh, 
Greenville and Klncallth In the 
Nass River Valley ap- 
proximately 60 miles north of 
Terrace B.C. 
The lob encompases the 
tallowing scope of work: 
. maintenance of buildings, 
services, equipment and 
grounds. 
development and Im.' 
plemontetlun of a "preventative 
maintenance" and an "ef- 
ficiency of operation" program. 
.supervision of lanlforlet per. 
Sonnel and their work Including 
Ordering and dletrlbutlon of 
1 Brentwood 12-14 cu. yu. Home for rent. Furnished 2 MovlngandmustsalI. Goodbuy .10,11,12,13,14) 
Dumpbox. 1975 mobile hoist, bedroom In town. Older type, et520,500. Phone 635.2743 after 6 
pumpand P.T.O. $3200. : Phone: Ideal for2worklng m~m. S200.00 pro;" (c.16) . . . .  /: i' 1976~G;M.C, short box, 4~4, 
635-2789. ~(c:12)" per month. 4512 Lazelle. Phone 
625-2~0.' (ctf) 
:,*2" Reject lumber. $20 per 
thousand board ft. only. Prlce For rent 3 bedroom furnlshed 
Skenna Forest Products. (cff) home In Thornhlll. Phone 635- 
. 6606. '(p.11~12) 
For Sale one ell furnace end 
one 4O gel hot water tank. Phone 48. Suites for  Rent 
635.5490. (c-16) Three bedroom duplex close 
• For s&te; one stove. "Good to town on quiet street. 
condition. Phone 635.5365 after Available July 1. References 
6. (ctf) required. No dogs. Phone 635. 
, 7083. (C-11,12,13,14,15) 
For Sate, weaner pigs. 
2603. (ctf) 
".For some real bargains In usect close to schools; reaoonebte 
women's and children's'• rent; available Immediately. 
clothing, household items• and Phone 635.3817 after S. (eft) 
toys see the selection at the 
Kiflmat Workshop at 660 W..  HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue .Columbia St. ,at Rlverlodge. 
.Open 9 to 4 week- 'Slecplng rooms, housekeeping 
~ays...donations welcomed, units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by  
(cff) dayorweek. Non.drlnkersonl~/. f i rep lace ,  
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home: and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
IxJrms., fireplace & wall to wall' 
carpet on ,I/2 acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chlckens, large 
garden area,~mall fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to. 
'all i'easonable offers. Call 635- 
• ~etween 7 and 10 p.m. and 
lends.. *(stf) 
Large 3 bedroom duplex plus For, Sale: 3 bedroom house 
tsmlly room; good locations" with utility room. Fenced and 
landscaped with garden plot. 
Low taxes, near school. Prlce~ 
tosall at S26,500. Phon3 635-2806. 
(p.6,9,10,11,12,13,14) 
Family home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
landscap ing ,  
sliver and maroon colour, roll 
bar, and extras. Phone 635-5691. 
(off) 
New 335 Cummins Block with 
cam followers. SIS00.00. Also 
good condition 0x40 foot in. 
sulatsd van trailer S3800. Phone 
632.3521. (p.10,11,12,13,14) 
And Ranges supplies, cleaning 
equipment. 
, I - management and pl(~cement 
or redistribution, as required by 
staff changes, all furnishings 
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-]T9Q. (eft) 
I~ . -[ Phone 635.661h (cff) 
aids and I Terrace | ~d~.e-~orrentw.h 
I ~dlBI I IMmASI~ I fr~ge and stove $165.00. Phone 
I --qu,~pnsswu,s I 638.1646 or 635-7502 affer 6 p.m. 2 
Sales Ltd. in 
,d IBr  - l. SALES I I  $uites ;or Kent I _;i 
'~g r 5" fTf l ' [ ' .  ",SERVICE i I v  . . . .  . . , . . .  " r ' , , , , , .~ l  
. , . . . . , s  II O..o e  NwOi! I 
'~d, ,,,.,,,, e 1 o. 
(c) minor capital expense I 679.3961 
projects perle- 463g Sre,I Ave I (ctf- Ju, Jul) 
md Its Torraoe, B0 .1 
'o as' theHe DLN 01249A ' II, I u~;:;C;/;nf;;-n~'::ed;t ~ ,irellow 
Salary F udl scar 
SELLING i  tments.ji Ask, 
Hay - -  Straw . . . . .  ! ( 131 
Western & i ooo- ,uo ,  i 
English Tack e.;',ooe i 
Grooming Equipment ooo-qea; i . 
(Ctf) 
19. Help Wanted 
TAXI DRiVERS and household effects 
Full time, part time. Class 4. teachers housing units. 
licence and police pei'rnlt . eseesment, development and 
required. Contact • manager, edmlnlsterlngofbudgetfundlng 
.Terrace Taxi - 635-2242. (cff. for: 
(a) maintenance personnel 
Automotive and Ihdustrlal and suppllea 
counterman. Experienced (b) lanltorlal personnel and 
prefered but wi l l  consider supplies 
training a'ppllcant. Apply New 
Caledonia Suppliers, Box 1,150, 
Fort St. James. Phone 996.8284. 
(o13 
THE B.C. GOVERNMENT 
EMPLOYEE'S UNION 
REQUIRESA 
STAFF REPRESENTATIVE 
DUTIES: 
Under the direction of the 
General Secret~ary, to assist the 
etflcers, stewards and mem- 
bership of'the B.C. Government Experience and successful past 
Employee'.~ Union In the day.to- 
de,/ edmlhlstretlon of their performance In similar fields of 
work described wi l l  he a 
organization; to attend requirement for applicants to 
membership meetings, conduct 
retlf lcatl0n votes and union this Job. 
elections; to advise union of- . 
The Maintenance Superln. 
tsndent will be employed by 
school District No. 92 and Its 
elected Board of Trustees. He 
shall report directly to the 
Secretary.Treasurer. 
will be In the area of $18~0- 
S28,000 annual basic with 
benefits, accomodatlon and 
vehicle allowances negotiable. 
bedrooms upstairs, 1 
bedroom basement suite, nicely 
treed lot, close to downtown and 
schools. Phone 635.4761. (p. 
9,10,11,12,13} 
FOR SALE: 
3 bedroom modular home, 
Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900 
Phone 635-3469 
• 1,200 square ft., 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace, excellent location, 
low taxes, beautifully land. 
scapsd, larg~ fenced back yard. 
Asking $37,500. Phone 635.4021. 
'ofder 120() sq.ft, split.level, 3 
Iodrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairS;. Ideal starter home. 
flcers on union policy and Please reply with full resume 
procedures; to assist In 
membership education; to 
process and arbitrate 
grievances; to respond to 
written end telephone 
enquiries; to negotiate 
collective agreements and to 
organize. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Considerable experience In 
the trade union movement. 
Ability to deal with both the 
union ' leadership end 
representatives of the em- 
ployers; to prepare concise 
written reports, and to handle a 
high volume at correspondence. 
~ pllcant;t ~must be able to rform their duties with a 
minimum of supervision. Those 
with a knowledge of trade union 
;history, and familiarity with 
public, unionism and the B.C. 
Government Employee's Union 
will be given preference. 
This position. Involves con- 
slderable travel within B.C. A 
leased car is provided. 
LOCATION: 
to: 
Mr. John G. McMynn C.A. 
Secretary-Treasurer 
• School District No. 92 
(Nlshgo) 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1P8 
Cl~lng date for position Is June 
25, 1977. 
(c•16) '. 
;24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTEU 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
rote-tilling, post hple digging. 
Phone 
635.6782 
(d f )  
32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  
TE|D,|CE 
(ctf. 
635-$617 
|1 
37. Pets 
Wanted Dog Cage. Phone 635. 
5870 after 5:30 pm. (c-12) 
38 Wanted - Misc. 
W/anted to buy. 1800 c.c, 
Mazda or Courier e~glne' or 
' truck of same with good engine, 
63.5.2603. (elf) 
Wa'nted; Tent that sleeps 4 to 
6 Reoplv. Also camping 
equipment all in good condlton. 
Phone 635.9323. (off) 
Wantedtobuy: Clean 12' wide 
Knight trailer 2 or bedroom 
furnished or unfurnlshe d. Wl LL 
PAY CASH. Phone 638.1095. (p. 
10,11) 
Wanted, a rear end for 68 
Mercury V= ton. Phone 638.8276. 
(ctf) 
I " ' [ 1 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit frees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
For rent July 1st, 2 bedroom 
suite. Frldge and stove. Cen• 
trally located. No pets. 635.947T. 
(aft) ' 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-70.56 
'New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Fridge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(.ctf) . 
2 bedroom apt for rent, S125 
3er month. Frldge and stove. 
Also 1 bedroom trailer, 585 per 
month. Table and chair, frldge 
end stove. Westerhoff apt. 
Nelson Rd, New Ram0. 635-6904. 
(o10,11,12,13) 
3 bedroom Ro~' Housing Suites.• : 
Fullbasement, 11/2 baths, half' 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $2S0 per month. 6.= 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
bathe on trade. Call 112-562.6651 
or 635-7353 to view. (ctf) 
For Sale: Older rental unit for, 
sale.• Four 2 bedroom sulter,• 
Good location. Priced to ~ell. 
'.Phone 635.9471. (stf) 
THE ANSWER TO THE 
HIGH COST OF HOUSING 
A beautiful Domfab home, 
completely packaged for $16,000 
delivered to your lot (assembly 
optional). Exclusive Colorflt 
System. These luxurious homes 
Include solid oak kitchens, wall- 
to-wall carpets, sliding patio 
doors, mahogany Interior trim. 
Outstanding architecture. 
Savings and features that will 
delight you. Standards far 
exceed minimum CMHC and 
NHA requirements. A 
reasonable lot available for 
$9,500 In the Thornhlll area. 
Send two dollars for our colour 
brochure. 
Ed Carder, Authorized 
Dealer 
Minstrel Island, B.C. V0P 
furniture, bicycles, clothing, The successful applicant will 
children's toys, and other Initially be assigned to work 
mlecetlaneous goods. (p.12,13)" from the Union's Burneby office 
-- but after a period of training, 
Garage Sale - Saturday June will be required to relocated to 
10, 1977, 10 AM • 2 PM, "3416 one of the Union's field offices 
Bruce Street - behind Skoone throughout 6.C. 
High school grounds'. Ladles SALARY AND BENEFITS: 
large size clothes, suitcases and S19,062 to 523,061 per annum; 
many other Items.. (i).12,13) fringe benefits es" per the 
-- current collective agreement.. 
14. Business Personal Applications for this posltJen 
. . . . .  should Include a resume of 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. qualifications and experler)ca, 
Refrigerative Contracting and must he received prlor to JULY 
household repairs. P, hone 635- 22, 1977. and should be ad. 
5876 or 638-1231. *(ctf) dressed to: 
• EO'U'IP),4ENT 
S LES 
LIUIT|D 
mlr Authorized 9~.'~h./ 
Sales & Service ~ J  
• [ .qu..z.UKjj 
n~lP  ~ JOA 4~539Greig 
O~ O 'O I,~ O&ll '' Terrace 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY • 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
"l~ke Dr ire" in-~l'er race ." Oper ~ 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mun. to Sat., 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
Smile 
if you ihink 
you're in shape. 
month lease. Apply Suite 108-: 
,4530 Scott. (ctf) ' 
Basemen-;--suite, 4734 T-~'k. 
Avallable July Ist. Slngle 
person only. Frldge, stove, 
some furnishing. Heat. 5175.00 
per month. 635.7336 after 2:30 
pro. (p.13) 
PORTICIPS__~__~'~ 
F i tncs~ ~)~mr I~ar l  ) *~ kmtw i t " .  r lghh  
1L0 
(I)-22) 
51. Business Locations 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
i 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
Manag 
"(ctf) 
,11 
Office for rent. Phone 635.2600 
days or 635.6937 nights. (c.15) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 
for You. 
Copper/~k)untain 
Enterprises Ltd.' 
635.4373 
DL 00605A .;'. ~df; 
57 Automobi les 
1976 Pontiac Venture S.J. 
P.S., P.B., Low mileage. Bucket 
seats. Automatic. Stick Shift. 
Phone 635.6391, 635-3229 offer S. 
(I)-14) 
1974 Dodge Monaco. 34,000 
tulles. 2 spare rlms wlth tires 
plus I new fire. A.I condltlon. 
635.5068. (o13.) 
Going south? Enioy air- 
conditioning. 1975 Chevelle 
MaHbu Classic. 18,0(~')miles. 
Phone 635-4386. (cff) 
For sale 1968 Ford Station 
wagon. Good condition S300. 
Phone 635.3148. (c.17) 
For sale used Toyota Land. 
cruiser. 6 cylinder, F series 
engine. Complet. Phone 635-9541 
after 6. (p.12,13) 
1974 Blazer, 44,000 miles. 
• Phone Bill at 635.4390 after 5:00 
pm. (c.12,13,14,15,16,17,1B) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
12x56 Parkwood, 2 bedroom, 
uti l i ty room dining room 
separate from kitchen, china 
cabinet and buffet, carpet 
throughout. Well keM yard, 
utility shed, most furnishings, 
reasonably priced at S10,500. 
Ideal for young couple or 
retired couple. Phone 635-6020. 
Set.up and skirted in Terrace 
Trailer Court. (c-16) 
For sale 12x66 3 bedroom 1975 
Glendale Elmonte trailer set up 
In Timberland Troller Park 
with 2 Ioey shacks end covered 
patio unfurnished, will furnlshtf 
desired. Phone 635.76AS. (c-19) 
Fully furnished double wide 
1973 RX3 Stetlonwngon In mobile home with 3 bdrms, and 
good condition. Phone 635.5626 11/a bath. Situated on one acre 
after 4. (p.13) 
74 Dedge Spot, man Van. 
Under 20,000 miles. 310 
Automatic. P.S., P,B., Phone 
635-4538. (c-18) 
1935 Comet GT. 22,000 miles. 
Mass and radial tires. Phone 
635.4865. (p.8,9,10,11f!2) 
1974 
Malibu Classic 
Excellent condition - 50,000 
miles. Radial tires, P.S. full 
wheel covers, cleble head 
lights. 
Phone 
635.9582 
(cff) . 
PR ICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tanden 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
ctf 635-7838 
I 
Transfers • Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith • 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. ape, 
Saturday. (ctff) 
1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick.up, 1970 Ford f-100, 
1972 Datsun pick.up. Call 635- 
6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(cff) 
For Sale: 1976 Okanagan 
Camper and 1974 Chev P-U with 
454 CID engine. "must be sold 
as one unit." Reduced for quick 
sale. Very clean & well looked 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cramer St. after 6 pro. (cff) 
1968 California Special. $2000. 
phone 635.4675. (c.13) 
1971 240Z, 8.  mounted 
Michelin, mess and snows, 
radio and stereo, spook, quartz 
headlights, CW service record. 
Phone 632-7529 after 6. (C.13) 
1973 Vega Hetchback. 3,4,000 
mites. Metallic green, radio, 3 
speed manual, Bosch. lights. 
Best offer. Phone 638.1607 after 
5 pm. (p-13) 
For sale 1971 Ford Econollne 
Van. E200. Good condition. Best 
offer. Phone 635.7672. .(c. 
11,12,13) 
corner lot on Gagn©~ Road, 
New Remo. Asking price 
$26,000. Phone 635.3279. After 6 
pro. (I)-14) 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonfe 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished• Phone 6~.5817. 
(ctf) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For sale 1973 Scamper, 
tandem axle travel troller. 19', 
fully self-contained. Can be .qeen 
In Terrace. Call 636.2270. (c-12) 
For sale. 13 ft. 1975 Triple E 
trailer. Like new. Has all ex.• 
has. Phone 632.6991 after S pro. 
(n . lA I  
1972 Toyota Cellca; 4 sp~ed; 
power assisted brakes; red)as 
tachs good clean condlt0n; 
$1658, or offers. Ph. 635-3470. 
(ctf) 
8' camper, 1975, three.way 
frldge, stove, furnace, phone 
635.4534. Vlew 3806 Doby. (p. 
11,12,13,14,15) 
"19.71 • 27ft. Empress Motor 
Home. Equipped for large 
young fatally. 
• full bathroom 
• washer & dryer 
- 4,000 watt garter6 ~or 
• air conditioner 
• 413 cu. In. Dodge motor and 
chassis 
First offerDof $19,000 or closest 
offer as of June 23, 1977. Call 
Jim Sherstdn, Kltlmat, 632- 
7447." (C-16) 
 E.acs 
EO' IPMENT S LE| 
LIMITED 
HUSZVARNA 
I , ~Aqhain.sawl 
;3S63. 
45.._39 Grei 8 _ Terrace 
Cert i f ied 
PRE-SONOOL SUPERVISOR 
RiKlu l r ld  for chi ldren with Special Ne~,cls 
Posit ion open Sept. Ist. App ly  In wr i t ing  to: • Ms. 
Jenni fer  Davies,  Execut ive  Director ,  Ch i ld  
Development Centre, 172.3rd St. K l t lmat ,  B.C. 
, . , . .  , 
• •',.• 
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COMICS 
The Wizard o f  l 
. . "  ""  .'"~.'."+ . . . ,  " ' . '  : , .  ~.' '  / .~ '  " . . ,  ' 
. '....",. : ' : .  . . . . . .  : ... :. !..'. :: ~.'."' . : 
the dai ly hera ld  .,. :..+ ,+..,-.. FEAT S ... I 
ON THE L IGHI :ER  S IDE  ! URE 
• '.+ . . • . . 
• *' • '_~ M ~.5~-~M~-.~.~;o;o%;°~';°M-"~:~-%;°~°;'~-'°:'-:°:~: '.'°''~ '°' :°:°~°'°'''''°'°'°'°''°°'''''°''~;~;';°;~;% 
by Brant parker and Johnny• hart 
' I " ~, /d  
/(~+, .. 
/ . o  
Tumbleweeds  by Tom K. Ryan 
i.lb'l"EN+ RUN% ~1~ ~(OU ._. ,..; 
STARt" Pl~HAVII~, L IKE  AN 
ORITINAR~ INPlAN, OR i AM I ~HAI~ CONSII:~R- 
eONNA REVOKE YOUR 1~1 ~AI '0~t~N~Y~R , [ 
~ReECHCl.OLff I~I~MANr@I'ILY| 
L o o ,  .o .  . . .  o ° 
BC. by johnny hart 
/ k  / 
ACR0~S 
I Part of ' 
an apron 
4 Taxis ' 
8 Fr i~e 
of hair 
1~ Fuss 
13 Chills and 
fever 
14 Laxative 
plant 
IS.Coral or 
Bering 
16 Relevant 
18 Jeweler's 
weight 
( var. } 
20 Actor 
Cprney 
Zi Deities 
PA Pepper 
, shrubs 
P,8 Harar~ue 
Buffoon 
23 Miscellany 
34 Bright 
,36 Family 
member , 
37 Agitate 
20 Haught iest  
,41 - -  energy 
.~ H~ .Upg 
, 414 Ol~g,  
for one 
m 
m m 
m 
f 
• , I  •' 
C rossword 
by Eugene Sheffer 
23 Regard 
intently 
25 Workbench 
device 
26 O.T. 
book 
Disl~atched 
28 Elapse. 
29 Inner: 
comb. 
form 
30 Speak 
bitterly 
31 Cupid 
35 Animal's 
burrows 
38 Ostrich 
• 40 River in 
Wales ' 
4~ Thing 
( law)  
45 AleuUan 
island 
47 Fervent 
48 Silkworm 
49 Finno-Ugric 
language 
50 Bluegrass 
51 Recede 
Tease 
(slang) 
53 Word of 
45 Stair post 2 Concept 
50 Enclosure, 3 Wild 
as a court pig 
55 Macaw 4 Seizers 
50 Death 5 Stage of 
notice llfe 
57 LiMen tree 6 Prickly 
T~ffe of s~°dcase 
tide 7 Bristle 
59 French 8 Small fowl 
wiest 9 Pub 
50.Functions drink 
61 Face 10 Not: a 
(slang } prefix 
DOWN 11 Catch 
I lie in 17 Vex 
pleasant 19 Gone by 
warmth 22 Humid 
Avg. solution time: 23 rain. 
LTJ~NLeIS[, IT jE IA  s_~L~l 
oR  PR(~W C 
~NIA IN~T L I ~  
D Y E 
[EIR!E IM IE IT IE I ,  ITIEIRI 
• 6 - 16 approval 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 54 --  detector 
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I 
43 ' 
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t4 ~5 Z6 21 
SS 56 
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• = . . .m 
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61 
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Todsy:s Cryptoquip clue: G equaL~ A 
;ryl)tO(lUip 
W'GB. ' MPDN DCBSDM EUU UNESY 
• . • . . 
M"PN N~ MGYB WDPCMSM - 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp-  SUMMA CUM LAUDE LAD 
CANNOT DEI~'VER VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS. 
• 'o  • . . . • . • . . .  • ; ,  
Your  individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY,  
JUNE 11, l f f /  
. ,  
E 
( . . , . ,  to A+,.-i ' P ,~  
Some mbleeding in.mess. 
Take no ~ ~m. Sranted. 
Get everything In writing and, 
above all, be ouutlous in clee~g 
with ~-~ge.. 
Ts~us ~:,;7" 
(Apr. ~.1 to MaY 9-I) 
ca~t  lmpre~lom about 
aequ~n~,es will be 
vaUd, but don't spread the 
word. Some Information is best 
kept secret 
o~m 
(May ~ to Jm~.. 21) 
A day in which a i~ ' i~=l  
ambition may be happily 
beddng you wanted 
needed.  
CAIqCER 
(June 2~ to JUly =3) 
Delays mid obetaele8 may be 
scoaPto n l ,~  
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 23) 
Avoid haste. You have plenly 
of time to handle obllgatlmm. 
Heed the mlge~tlur~ of loved 
ones. They could prove ou- 
Iremel~ valuable. 1~# 
~,GFFFAR11US 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) • 
Do not be swayed by your 
emotions. ObJeeltvKy will bring 
you a dearer view o f  a11 
situations. A romantic In- 
volvement will call for an a -  
tremely perceptive eye. ,.; 
cumcoRN yj ' t ; : :~ 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) ~ 
. You may find thatyou haw 
dut~ y~ schedule  w i l~  • 
motion, too. Stay on eounml • 
AQU+mms ~ 
(~an. ~ to F~. IS) , 
ignored, others accepted 
qCdd~. The ~q.mmm'• le t  tot 
seeing through a mite o f  
eomplexiUe~ bonld result ins  
fleM day. 
the order of the daybut such (Feb. 20 to Mw'.20) 
challenges can boomerang In Be dimtmiua~i~. No matin/ 
your faVur It you strum yaw what the Situatlm, dm't Jud~ 
• on surface uppearan~r only. ckm.m~mm ml fom~0it. 
LEO ' " Don't completely disreg•rd. 
(Jldy 34 te Au~ = ) ~  t int  Impress/ons of Mt~q~'s, 
BeL~In lber lg l~pkce•tt te  buweve~. , , 
r/gM thne could be the key to • 
new op lxxt~ly  or in  ad- YOU BORN TODAY are 
wnturous eupedouee m tl~ endowedwlth•hlgl~resslglve. 
-higblystimuinth~day.lr~pall mind, a remarbsble memory 
ml ,.,usual adaptal~ity. 
smsw ~ .  . ' ' extremely foresighted, you 
V ~  '~ (Am+. 24 te ~ =) I I p~ have • t,,~t ~ "~mars mm~' t~ 
W ~  ~ are up where •ble to make eh~mgu In 
behavior ind' dlslmitlon are deal•ions and act/ms •t  • 
emcemed!Withoutreslld~It, moment's notice. Your vet'- 
u ~I  ~ too q, i~  to ~tlIIl~ is omtending; als0 
or edt idse -  with generosity, Imagination, 
u~uq@y r ~ .  • progressiveness and In- 
• ' ~ wWwm~ There L~ many 
(sept. ~ to oct. =) -~- , nee in ~P,l~ you mmm ~ 
FanW~v om¢~' I  aad w-  ~,mur-sd~, but you wmdd 
~ ~ ~ ~  ~ I ~  be ~ i ~  ~.~ 
idlll+ti~Y Inllol, tiell; l~ytg uteemm ~ m.~ BLql~te 
lm, vmt .~u ld  p ..l~se, . o~: Gw~vusV, King of 8wedem+; ' 
: +This space 
reserved 
p Father , i'llm¢~ltoq|lipisasimplesubstRutioncip her in whic" each for your ad 
by Bdl Kavanagh & Ha Camp 'leUerusMtdandsforanolher. lf you ~ink that X equals O, it 
- -  - - -  will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, ' 
. .  -~ , -.~ . -+ and words ~ing •n apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
/O- I ,  z FOR~'r  ~1 50  N~C-~IE "y  BUT Z "1 ' vowels, solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
' I TONI~HT~ OUR |IW'ANTEP YOU | 6HEWED HER I . ' • . . . .  
B,R.~D~E GAME- ,I  TO s'rAY A WHOWA~ J l  . ' . . . . • ' ~_ 
~ Z  LL  BE Rk~HT [J| HOME WITH / ~ BO~.  I, ] I ================================================== ~'*~'*:'*:"t~:'*"'~:~"%'%*~'~~::::'*~:*~ ~ ~ ; ~ ; : ; ~ ; ~  
"r,+m~- I .ER/ ~ - 
~ • ~_ . . . .  ., 
on televismn , - -  . Me@ 
f ': = - - ' '  
- ~ : :  .-m,.::'-'::: ~+~ eJWA _'tTME I I~Y  " i 
Boner ' s  Ark . . . . . .  + ' 
' IMam+OFFOILq IUNE ' FRIENDLYGIANIT 10 :00 .  JF.~OmNF.M ": ' ,¢UM'~¢.S&SUCH 
D Aaalson Y . l, smootm~me~ ~.~msue 10.30 ~ . ~mm~m ..... ' . mm,¢~ 
a. ~£P~ICAIq / /4~_  | |.cm~•wle.~.,.~. . 11.30' HOT'Ht~S''  ' : .,I~F, NITYI=~'m~V 
3d~P,~ ' /A . '~ \  I I , o~- - - - - - - -  son . . .  SHOW n,00 . . .m '  = . . . . ,=  . .  
~ _ _  ] , ~ ,  ~ I I ' - i . .  . WiLl) K I I~DOM 1 ,00  . ' '  ." " SQFJ ICE SPECIAL 
~, . .~  ~ ] j  II /~ . .  . ' :  • ' . " e~oeo~.,om" "2:30 '++~~L," .  . . . . .  ame~n & cut - ' , '  
'" ' ' ' 1" • ......,. . . . . . . . . .  • , . . . , . .  TERFLIES 
~ 'I  k ' r . !m ~.  . CELEBRITY COOgS 3:30 ' ~mom=a wmw sovmr  SO¢,L~V 
" , ~ -  11 rt I + . . . .  ,.s +o.. - - , .  4,0o s . . . . . . . .  
-~/  ~\  ~11~ "-~ " , ..... , " • ~T 'S  NEW 4:3O ~ ; ~ '  . . . .  ' 
~ . . . . .  . . • . 
t ~ )  C t ' "  " ~  <;~ , M~t,Y HNITMMi  ' ' '  KLAHANIE 5o00 +ROE+ MISTER ROGERS ' ', 
,. • , "  NEWS" ;"  ....  ' • .... . LOVE AMER. STYLE ' 5 :30  • f ELECTRIC CO. ' ' 
Make sure you enjoy all + . . . . . .  _ , _ s  , , . . . .  - • ' ' NB¢ IWS mmwcAse "n 6:30 . . . .  ON~ upo~ A Cl.~mC 
L "S I IA I I~ 'TONIGHT ' "~,,; , -~ I ~ I l l#  + 7:00 ' OII J~IDO~O'4~OUNIIlY "" ' ' ' ' 
these comics every morning . . _  ~ . . . .  , , , o+ , .  + . . . .  . , - , - ,  ' ' :pAMYASTICJOURNlY CAROL 6URNEI"r" 8 :00  Cl"V M~I I IMY  Movn l  T I4•QN•~NMNI  ' ,+ " . . . . . .  r ;_~+" III L -  
P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ":' I :30 ~ '  ".. 
Get the daily herald + - - - -  - - - - -+-  , - " "  + . . . . .  . . . . . . .  - " ' - ' ' -  • " ~%:L:~,: . . . . . .  '.I+OLICS WOKEN 10:00 vi+i~ial.i +~I#tN IlWMI'ON ' : , ' ' , '  
ered'to your home . . . . . . . . .  + ae,,-+"v . . .+ , .++ ;+++ . . . .  .+ , : , , , : . .  , o . ,  + - -  
" "t+.~ , ' , 
'NIIA~ ' . ; ,  ' NEWS I1:00 ,~v~.. " . . . . . . .  . ' ~ ".. "¢  . . 
.'." : --~M~IO~rSHO~: "" . . . .  11:30 ..: ...... . -. .... .... ,. .= i~ '. 
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much like many of the gravel ones in town that have Kenny collection) 
WORK ON THE 
MAIN HIGHWAY 
While in Terrace last 
Week Dr. H.C. Wrinch, 
M.L,A. looked over the new 
road work being carried on 
in that vicinity and he found 
good progress being made 
on the main highway 
between Terrace and 
Copper River. It is a good 
permanent road that is 
being built. It has been 
connected up with the old 
railway grade and this 
saved the province three 
quarters of a mile of rock 
work. On the Skeena 
Crossing end of the road the 
steam shovel is on the job 
and proving satisfactory. As
a result of the road being 
built in the wrong place last 
year and had to be done over 
al~ain this year for some 
dmtance,  it is not yet 
possible to get the the 
Crossing.sHopes are hung 
out, however, that it will be 
possible to ~et as far as the 
Crossing thin year. But all 
the road from South 
Hazelton to the Crossing will 
have to be widened and 
. surfaced before it can be 
considered anything but a 
farm wagon road. It is far 
from being an auto read or 
part of a main highway. 
• , . . .  
It's anybody's guess as to where this is: We are sure of two recently become dust-bowls unrivalled by anythin~ ~, but t!le 
things, it's in the Terrace area and the road looks very great Depression days in the prairies.. (Photo from the 
Mrs. T.J. Marsh and Mrs. 
Robinson have been 
appointed elegates to the 
Woman's  Aux i l i a ry  
convention of the Caledonia 
diocese to be held in Prince 
Rupert from June 22 to 23. 
Mrs. W.H. O'Connor and 
family of Wallace, Idaho, 
are spending some time in 
town being unable to find a 
suitable home in Cedarvaie 
where Mr. O'Connor. is 
employed at  the Davis 
Mines Ltd. 
R.W. Layton of the 
Forestry Department, 
Prince Rupert, was a 
business visitor in town at 
the end of last week. 
• D.W. Davis, Washington, 
made a trip of inspection to 
his Kalum Lake property 
this week. He got back on 
Wednesday. 
Fred Aiken has purchased 
a new 6 cylinder Essex 
coach, havin~ sold his old 
car to F.W, Lmdsay, who in 
turn disposed of his old car 
to J.W. Martin. The road 
being through to Copper 
River, Kalum Lake, Lakelse 
Lake, ear owners now have 
a choice of roads to take for 
an outing. The roads are in 
excellen~ condition at the 
present. ~ • 
The adjourned meeting of 
the Ter race  Hospita! 
Association was held in the 
G.W.V.A. hall on 
Wednesday evening. A 
report of proceedings will be 
given next week. 
Jack Hoar manager of the 
DAvis mines at Kalum Lake 
arrived from the south on 
Monday went out to the lake 
and found the snow still too 
deep for any work to be 
done. He will return about 
the 5th day of July to resume 
operations. 
The Parent Teachers 
Association held their 
regular monthly meeting in 
the school house on 
Thursday evening last, the 
last meeting until after the 
summer vacation. Pres. 
Mrs. George Dover 
presided. Capt. Colthurst 
gave a talk on Confederation 
which was spicey as well as 
instructive. Solos were 
rendered by Mrs. R. Haney 
and Rev. Robinson, 
conc lud ing  w i th  
refreshments. 
LaI~else Imke is a great 
favourite in local circles, 
especially on holidays or 
half holidays. Last Sunday 
more than twenty cars and 
trucks, all loaded, got away 
to'the lake. The fishing and 
bathing are both good. 
The B ~ e  Club 
tendered a progressive 
farewell dinner to the lady 
THE HAZELTON 
HOSPITAL 
.The Hazelton Hospital 
issues tickets for any period 
at $1.50per month in 
advance. This rate includes 
off ice consul tat ions ,  
medicines, as well as all 
costs while in the hospital. 
Tickets are obtainable in 
Hazelton at tlm drug store or 
by mall from the medical 
superintendent at the 
teachers on Tuesday 
evening which concluded at 
the home of Mrs. D.D. 
Munro. Miss Mallott won the 
prize for the highest score. 
It was a very pleasant 
evening. 
Thegolf course movement 
was advanced another step 
or two this week by the 
Board of Trade. At the 
meeting of the Board on 
Tuesday evening very little 
else was discussed and 
Pres. J.K. Gordon was 
authorized to appoint a 
committee to select a 
location and prepare other 
details. A number of Prince 
Rupert business men are 
interested in the scheme and 
there is not the least doubt 
but that a golf course would 
be a great incentive to 
,Prince Rupert men to 
weekend here. The board 
also • received the 
resignation of Secretary 
J.B. Algar and H. Halliwell 
was elected to fill his place 
DIAMOND JUBILEE 
HOLIDAY 
• By proc lamat ion  
Saturday, July 2nd has been 
proclaimed a public holiday 
throughout he Dominion, 
by the Dominion 
Government under the 
Diamond Jubilee Act, and 
by proclamation of the 
Governor-General-in- 
Council, issued May 18th 
and published in the Canada 
Gazzette, May 28th. 
Here's a tip 
to cut flushes 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
provincial environment 
department has concluded 
that bottles in' your toilet 
tank beat bricks every time. 
A list of water-conserving 
tips released by the 
department Monday says 
saving Water is important, 
but bricks in the toilet tank 
can cause problems. " 
Instead, says the release, 
"fill several plastic bottles 
with water and place them 
in the toilet ank, away from 
moving parts." 
The ~ttles can't crack the 
tanks, or disintegrate to clog ~ 
he toilet. 
The bottle idea is one 
waterconserving measure 
recommended by the 
department to help the 
province compensate for 
low precipitation 'last win- 
tor. 
Other suggestions include 
turning off the tap while 
shaving, brushing teeth, 
preparing vegetables or 
washing dishes. 
Short showers rather than 
baths areaiso 
recommended. 
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Persons WhO wish to list 
information in this column 
.should telephone TAB at 638. 
8195 before 12 noon oo 
Wednesdays 
S~onid Thurkday of Every 
Month. 
Old Age Pensioners Monthly 
Meeting - Senior Citizens 
Pan. 2p.m. 
Kiwanm Club meeting 6 
pTu.m. Terrace Hotel every. 
esday. 
-, Rotaryclt~b l~e~ 12 to 
1:30 p.m. Gim's. Every 
Monday. 
Whist every Tuesday night, 
Senior• Citizens Rm. "at 
;..Arena. 
. Centennial Lions Meeting. 
every Thursday - 12 p.m.. 
Sandmen Inn 
. Kinsmen meeting - Ist & 
3rd Thursday - 7 p.m. 
Terrace Hotel. 
A.A. meetin~- Terrace 
Hotel. Every Sunday 7:3C 
p.m. 
- Alateen, Alanon meeting at 
the Skeena Health Unit 
every Monday 
- A.A. Meeting at Knox 
,United Church every' 
.Monday 8:30 p.m. 
. Kinsmen Bingo every ~rd 
Wednesday of every month 
.at the_ are.ha. 
• Mills Memor|al, Hospital 
from 11 a.m. to 4:S0 p;m. 
every Saturday. La~elle 
Avenue up from Speedee 
.Printers. 
O.O.R.P. (Ladies of the 
Royal Purple) 2nd & "4th 
Monday 
- Loyal Order of Moose 
Lodge No. 1820 - 8 p.m. 
every 2nd & 4tb .Tuesday 
The Terrace Shriner 
Lodge 18 meet the first 
Tuesday of every month at 
7:30 p.m. at Gim's 
Restaurant. 
- Shrine Club Bingo every. 
last Thursday of the month' 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
.at 8 p.m. 
- Kineties monfldy meeting 
is the 2rid W.~.~_y  of 
every month in the Sand- 
man Inn at 7:00 p..m. 
- Thurnhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, 
Thomhill Elem. School. 7-15 
p.m: New members 
welcome from Terrace "& 
Thomhm; 
- Weight Watchers 7 p.m.: 
~n~_chTucedaY, Knox Unlted 
-" Inches ~. Away every" 
Tuesday Skesna Health Unit 
B p.m..re. .." 
- Council meeting - 2rid & 4th 
.Mo~y,  Ml~icilz~! .Hall. 
. -  Independent Order of 
Foresters. Meeting every 
third Saturday of 'each 
month at 8 p.m. at the 
Slumber Lodge. 
- Tlu'ift Shop every Saturday 
from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
- Children's Storytime very 
Saturday,at the library at 
1:30 p.m. 
WOODROOFE'S GOOF 
- Kermode Four Wheelers - 8 
p.m. 1st Wednesday ofeach 
month in meeting room of 
the Sandmen Inn. 
-B.P.O.E. (Elks Loage) 1st 
& 3rd Thursday of each 
.month. 
Terrace Blueback 
Swim Club are having a 
general Meeting on June 22, 
19'/7 at 8:00 p.m. in the 
Senior Citizens Room, 
Terrace Arena. 
~12 Kalum St. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - -  HEUDORF, Sask. (CP)- i~nd proudly boasts that he wheat and oats and the 
";,,./,, Louis Wendali said that has never been on welfare. I reserve chemlpion in,barley - / iV f tP . .~ .  - /h '~~.  when his sweet clover won He said farms of about and rye grsss at Brandon in 
• e-o, • v~-~,vv • -,,-w,-,m- , ,wv I the reserve champiosshin at 2,600 acres could support 1976,but he has been barred 
/~d, /  | the Regina world grain s~ow four or five families andthat from all other fairs. 
~(,m~;~',, ! in 19~3 every jeweller in the the government should buy He said officials at 
4720 LAKELSE AVE.  PHON~ I citywanted .h~n to buys  smaller fairs told him he out big farmers and put 638-81"11 | memento with his $175prize. young farmers on the land. wssaprofessionalexliibitor 
I eu~w, - r ,  a~" 8 P M [ Wendell told thegn to The white-haired farmer and his participation 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Z0rEet"- t thnou e wIn lext . . . . .  one I June lS - 111 . "~..~ow bug in his blood. He laments the way grain diseoornged other growers 
Lies" My Falhor Told i@ " "_!!!~_ ~almesteve grain- shows have I~on ignored from takiagpart. ! . ., . : T ~  titie ava~,lAe~/since and discouraged by Weedall's technique for 
provincial governments. producing show grain is 
i .' ~ws  • .L-.B~.n.'T- Wendall, a former painstakingly exact. He 
[June 19.21 1 " I~V~... oh, the crusty, 81- councillor in the rural selects and cuts several 
t il-- , .. L.-ysa~m xarmer went m u~e municipality of MeLeod end sheaves from a field and 
| aummer nun" , ~Bramton, Man., winter lair, an unsuccessful Social covers them until they are 
where once again he was Credit party candidate in ripe. Then he uses rubber 
judged tOP grain grower on provincial elections, said shoes to separate the grain 
June 18 MATINEE 2 P.M. the PraiSes. He won the the Canadian Western" from the chaff. 
world wheat championship A~hition in Regina at- "My show grain never With Six You Get F.n Roll . t  the Royal Winter Fair In tracts visitors-from around goes through a machine or 
Toronto lest year. the world but: Sashatche. combine." Color, uniformity 
and weight determine the 
winner at shows end it 7 & 9 P.M. NIGHTLY 
9 P.M. ONLY ON SUNDAY 
June 1, .  "The Sting', 
Robert Redferd Paul Newman 
June 19 .25  ': ' 
OARRIi:  " 
Wondall's son/aeroy now 
does most of the work on the 
small Wendall farm on the 
north side of the Qu'Appelle 
Valley. 
The senior Wendell, who 
was born in Neudorf. says 
farmers who sssemi~e large 
farms are bogs. 
"I can't see the need for 
such big farms to make a 
living/' said Louis, who has 
~00 acres under cull/vaUon. 
wan-the wheat province-- 
has no. grain e.,ddbite on 
dis y. 
~e  ~aid the prize money in 
1933 Wasms ~$3,500 for eham- 
l~cmhips in oats, wheat and 
~H~l~knd one competitor, 
Trellie, ot Alber- 
taj~went home with. W,000. 
Today, the top prize at the 
Brandon hdr is $100. 
Wendell was the Western 
Canadian champio n in 
detracts from the grain to 
from a swathin the ~d it 
i i "•  
Garnet~ the birthstone 
for January, ranges in color 
me purplish,red found in . . . . .  
dia, Ceylon end the United ~,,~ /.... 
States to green in Russia. 
LONDON (CP) -- With review of the British fleet in; 
the Queen's sliver jubilee Spithead in honor of the 
observations well under Coronation of _King George 
way, some Britons are VI just eight days before. 
inclined to recall another As Britain's ea might, all 
royal observance where the ships dressed in lights, 
radio commentary drew el- passed in review, Britons 
most as much attention as and listeners round the 
the event itself. That was world were startled to hear 
the time 40 years ago when a these words from a usually 
B B C b r o a d c a s t e r staid BBC announcer: 
announced the fleet was all "At the present moment 
"lit up." the whole fleet's lit up. And 
The date was May 20,1937, when I say lit up, I mean lit 
and the event was the up. It's lit by fairy lamps. 
THEATRE 
Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section 
"~l are two Terrace phone numbers. 
Find them, and if one is yours you've won; 
Pick up your tickets at,Me Herald office, 
Sweet smell of success 
for clover growing champ 
over. There is little doubt 
that he was reprimanded 
but he was back on the air a 
short ime later and on Sept. 
38,1938, he broadcast a lucid 
description of then Prime 
Min is ter  Nev i l l e  
Chamberlain returning 
from the famed meeting 
with Hitler in Munich. 
That was the historic 
occasion when Chamberlain 
waved a sup of paper end 
promised "peace in our 
time." 
But the BBC evidently 
holds no grudges. The 
broadcasting organization 
this year issued two long- 
playing records with 
recorded highlights of its 50- 
year history and the 
Woodroofe "lit up" 
commentary is faithfully 
reproduced. 
Woodroofe died in Sussex 
several years ago. 
Appropriately, the sound 
history of the BBC opens 
with the chimes of Big Ben 
from London and 
reproduces some of the ex- 
Periments conducted by its 
first engineer, Peter 
Eckersley. 
Then follow broadcasts by 
the Savoy Orphesns and the 
Savoy Havana Band, 
"playing for dancing at the 
Savoy Hotel; Sir Harry 
Lander singing I Love a 
Lassie; a short story by 
pioneer broadcaster A. J. 
Alan; the first British disc 
jockey, Maj. Christopher 
Stone--end a commentary 
by Bob Bowman of 
Vancouver on a 
heavyweight being match 
between Britain's Tommy 
Farr and Joe Louis. 
We've forgotten the Royal 
Review. The whole thing is 
lit up by fairy lamps. The 
whole thing is fairyland .... " 
In a short time the BBC 
switchboard inLondon was 
also lit up--this time by 
listeners asking whether it 
was the Royal Navy or the 
announcer, Cmdr. Thomas 
Woedroofe, that was lit up. 
Woodroofe, who had 
retired from active service 
but remained a member of 
the naval reserve, was 
known then by his old navy 
rifle. It is also known that 
the afternoon of the review 
he had visited some of the 
fleet wardrooms with old 
naval companions. 
BBC APOLOGIZED 
The BBC issued so many 
apologies over the affair, 
that it was thought 
Woedroofe's career was 
Naval faux-pas embarasses BBC 
FOR BROOKE HA YWARD 
Successful book spoils, quiet life 
YO_R.K_. (AP) _L'S'_ ~my~if_,_i had,an__. ,th,, .. t .now m, andes. ~hn produee¢ =he was mere nouTn~ t&m 
misses ~"=%w "~'-h-s~-,s., ~ ~'~'  ~ ~ ' -  ame ~ . . ~  with. Peter I had when she wu al ive,  enoqffextra°rdinarYand _mql~t/im."quallty of 
, ; , , , , , , , , ,~; ;  =--,,-,. v- S -~TER'E  . . . . . .  ~m. .  ,~yWa~_ . . -  and father leas nourotic than l t~aHayward~ehol ives 
"7 . • • oa-un- -x  MiSS tUI ~ ~ ~  I " in Los ,~qeles, ban. two 
' na~ re., and" hal. . -be. on ' . . " "~,  ~d ~mwi . .  " r / .~  wl~. . her  . Pa rents ' --MOTHER . . . . . . . . . . .  • . " eo~Me,S°m' 19 andl a0,a whOt~year~d~e In. 
~tor .  @ her =~ond m .,~_:=-m.e-~onm...uqp.s ~ ~v.~..u.; . r~. .~.= ..m~. "m.y . :m~_.  Se, • " • .; ; . mether " ; "  ~-~ ~- 'm~,~ ' ~ ~ ~ - ~ _ ~  '~.~. .=~, .~ I~. . '  !'I ~out .  ~ .  ~..~,,,  .wh~-~d-~-~ ~ -husband; actor Dennis 
~" 'w~. '~"~.  t~ ' , zw-=. - - , , ,~ ,=,  w . ,u .m=, ,wm,  my morner as a sam,  , ,~_,t .t imt~dl~m,, le- , , ,~,,  =-'~,- ' thep=s,bl l i , . ,ofre- . 
w-yeor-o~a, urora.. • • was pronamy .~e most marhrr I s~ent most of my ~.-~c~:~.--~----_-T~__-"- 
• " Idm't - - - " - -~keto '-~-- d~flc~t"' . . . .  -,.--..;_----; . . . .  , - .=,~,s©,zvww~uer. ~ ,~es~d: ' l~nk  
"pe~ ie~ow~ ~h~o much''Samabout-. "'I~  ~ok" ahnmt ~ren . . . .  fierceSUe ws~l minor ann I na~ a .."Her- act i .~ ab i ,  ty l 'm awl-f ly independent • • 
__  ,.,__, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  __, . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.~Fs oy ~toberbecause i v i e d  ~to her 
• . .~ . , . ?m~.u~.muem~e,  wwr iwu leooo~. ' lo 'xnK I8  1" _Upught  she was  v~,  I l l= '=n~ ~ , ,k=m , , ,4  ud fa i r l y  mercur ia l .  I t i~a  
c " -  - - -  . . . . . . . .  rare man who could engage e~.e, mdd~ks  Hay eotmm~int. ~. her own he, able. She suffered a lot a/o~f~ m,,, , , , , , , , ,  , , ,~. . ,  
warn, wan up_ ~o now Ms memmes s~ m~d ed when my sister and in~ ~~, ,~ ' '~u 'M~.  my a~enUon for so lon~. 
maintal.ned her  privacy hunfly and h~nds, ew brother -at  her own . ' 
.de~.~ w _or~kL a.s a .hiffh Am_.~ those interviewed suggestion--went ~ live : "With Ih~ d ~  m and 
m .mu.on. m o~d. ~ .acm~. .were~en~Fmda,  towhom with father. " " .charkmashewas~econtre H Iwere yo~er  and had 
m)a oeu~ me aa_u~n~r o~ nor morner once was "By~effmelf lnkhedthe d attrition and when . morecar~e~e~mbene i t  - . __ she wo~d be easier to a~ust. I. : 
s~e-andscreen  c~ess mm~ed,..Jane, and Pe~r .  ~ l.f~t a deep sympathy, enh~ed a.room ~e focus don't know ff I co~d comnflt 
.mars are~. ~u,avan .ann ~maa,.ws.m wnmn_ she ffr_ew, not my ~er m~her, but for was hnme~a~y on her. 
~ey~l~.~.onucer ,.elan4 up, and Izer brother,.Bi i l ,  fa=er. I ended up th in ld~ =e carried w in  her an ~myselfnow.,,t°a single human 
her book she revesk .* 
the story of her troubled. 
family-- her mother, 
married four times and 
dead at 51; her father, who 
died in 1971, mandnd f i ve  
ames; her you~er  brother. • 
and .siste~ in mental 
i t i~f lons"  and her sk~, .  
Bridget, an apparent suicide 
at 31. 
" It  would have been a 
~ iess  undertaldng ff I 
hadn't been candid," said 
Mrs. Hayward. 
"I  really started the book 
as a p.rlvate adventure into 
Repairing 
antiques 
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) 
-- Three unusual courses 
will be amo~ those offered 
at the Atlantic Canada 
Institute's summer school at 
University of Prince 
Edwa~ ~land. 
The three-week counes 
will be on antique cars, the 
history M rum-running and 
an examination, of the 
RC~P. 
T~e anti~e-cm" course 
w~ be conduced by Gar~ 
Scott of Ha~ax, former 
pre~dent M ~e Ha~ax 
Antique Car ~ub, execu6ve 
member of the Craven 
Foundatton and directornof 
the National Association of 
.AnUque Auto Clubs, He also 
I8 a .i owner  of 1926 • Hupmobi le ,  " , 
The h is tory  of rum- ,  
~ L~ taught by 
Dr.  ~'enf f rey Robinson, 
auth~ of a new book on the 
'subject,  and by 'C lovis  
Perry, a P.E.I. man Who 
had  cons iderab le  
experience in rumrunn~, 
: • The R~ course is the 
first in a prugram-that will 
examine var l~  Canadian 
institutions. Three RC~P 
" 1 i members wil l  ]ectu~ 
' . . on the w~k o~ the forcein 
• ; i  . " the  • Maritime=. .'Also 
~.. ~ .win ~ ~ 
... " .Brown,-a CBC W ~  
.~ ' from i who 4s co- 
'1" aU~'  wi~h her husband of 
An Unautherized lfiJtory of 
.the RCMP. 
II 
• qha~ are M4 million 
• .~on~ In-the world, 
• '~ .w l th  UO =dram 
Lmn~o 
SUM 
wi , FATHER' 
SPECI 
Mll 
f4s for 
ds 
I 
Reg. 
8.9S 
each 
• A Imlal pdc4 Io pay fo~ beauliful i~mllO mulmc in V4U~ cm 
• ~m~u ~p~ete ~ ,  b~mce end I~w ¢o~tro~ 
• ~ ~ e  v~th ~ i .  mo~ting 
m~m~em lind euy,¢c- folow k~s=ei~k~ kmruclm~s 
12.1119 
q0 
~m mmrdo 
& s -~ i  pkr~ 
• ~onceftmate 8 k i t  you I~oy AM o; 
buutiful FM sterlo plus yo~ 
f~u~s 8,~reck IlOes . .  ~y~e 
• T~n 3~"  Spuke~s and *W~e.S¢o~e' . 
swdch, dekv~ ptra+r~"h st~eo 
depth ,lind leOl.'l~i~n. Wdh Sle~O 
hm~ho~e ~k 
• Works on AC pOw~ (v~lh co, all or 
8 '0'  c4V~ Inol b~Jud~d) 14-9~0 
USE CONCERTMAT[.8 IN CAR OR 
UOAT: 12VDC ¢~fbo~ Id~l t  Inogath~ 
glound ONy.| 270.1533. Re~. 3.99 . •2.49 
Get yomel f  
for 
nmmr f=n ... 
• m l~W i re  mlh 
t~1¢n m Ci'ms la~, xe~ me* ,~s  ~m 
ro~d =rid wta l~ o0ed.;mne ~h~,d; l,t~m Io 
~-ca~e h~Ok4 mfo~n~,4mn, 2! 5~0 
• m =.m~ I . . -~ . , . .=~_ .~.  DmF, . '~ |  
010~ -"-~-~-. .E f~,a*~,~..u,m~*~rU..v~m I _ . . . •  . ; • . ~ .~w r , -p - , -m,  i . ' ,~ '~- , , , , - . , - ,~ , . ,= ,  a lma&t in ,  la in  . f~ , , -  . . • .~  . weosl tM~ ~ . + . • . .  
. . . .  I ." "~, "~, - - ,~  ' *'.~,* ,*~., .~'~'  ~,,= ,,--., • . • :~. - ,~.~,=, - , . , - .=, , ,~,  ~'~,~,'~'~'-,~',,, '*"..,,~ 
S l  " • p~ k,f f ,  d tm Jm, U,1, ~S, m7 ~ ~ - ~  .. . . . .  
• L td  Totem TV Centre o . . .  •. • .  Totem 
4607 Lakelse,Ave., Terrace, B;C. ' .. Rev~v.A 
' . . . .  -Ctwge 
635-5810 . . . . . . . . . .  635 ;3144 ~ 
On li~ r Pu;¢na~ of SS 
or mo;e. ;or ~y  RN,o  
S~Ck dem Ih~ *e NOT 
ON SALE Oell v one 
co~n I I~ ~urchet4 
Th*S o|~1~ *$ gOOd f;Om 
June 13 k)  rJ.' I | ? r  , 
. . . .  .... "~; 
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A writer's opinion 
I nnocence  + o f  youth  .+ 
. By JOANNE AMES The piece they had Sot hold . of was flourescent 
HemM staff writer yellow, matching their two pieces of plastic my'. 
They had taken the offending thatch of ~ i r ,  the 
I was ridin~ my bicycle (to he technical, my ene that hUn~ directly in f re t  of the dog s eyes 
sister's bicycle) back to the office a few days ago. (causing the poor thin~ to believe it lived in an en- 
tirely haired werld), and tied it up in a kind of pony ~l le t i~  d~ro~e ~ the .~k~8~ i~ l~e~ . 
Oddities 
C011ee Sulmlilules 
Black and green teas, 
hot chocolate, bouil lon, 
• consomme and severa l  
commercial hot breakfast 
drinks--mostly made of  
grain ~ becoming 
economically popular when 
compared te coffee. Big 
spenders have another op- 
mph., I saw two children whc tion: ~ tea, a favorite 
ages of four and flve, playing in the ditcll. The three of them were absorbed inthe digsing, of upper<lass A ians. sells 
One of them spottedme. He poked his friend, and the do8 probably watching for edible bugs. L . for about S150a pound. 
pointed at me, grinning. His friend looked up and Suddenly, one of the boys got up and marcneo 
also srinned. Maybe it was something about my toward the gate of a house where he either lived or TmTuSlartedlt 
appsarenee....The new rag.m~, of fin log.k? . bad an open invitation at all heurs. Hewusfollowoo Americans started to 
They said hi. Isaid hi, and kept ~ neck to by the de~ and then by his friend, change into a nation of coffee drinkers when tea prices 
the office, another hot story (l~a!) clutched in my Hegot as far as the gate when his friend sat down rose as a ~uult of George 
" backpack. • in the dirt and began working m a particularly l l i ' s  notorious tax that 
I must admit that I had been impressed by the pron~isi~ pile of stones. The friend said something helped spark the American 
poir's ingenuity. Revolution. Tea shortages 
• Betwcenthem, they bad two pieces of a toy crane, toblm. This was pay dirt for sure. WelL.the boy at the p te  welshed some thln~ in inter were compounded, by 
• A bright yellow plastic bucket en an arm, and the his mind. He calculated the distance to the house, shortages dur~ the War of 
second part of thearm, presumably divided between one hand resting on the ptelatch. He looked at the 18]~. 
them to facilitate greater excavaUm in the Dislrict rapidly ~wing  pile of ~ravel. PdmComp,m~ 
Today's coffee drinkers, of Terrace's measly drainage ditches. I could see ~ his back to the street, he pulled down his appalledat high prices, may 
where they had already been by the neat pries of ~d. i~ ._  . in~e ~e loo~ke~i  over his_ 
8ravcl and the wilted clover in their wake. . anomnera(nm mauanu srumu xrom ear w~r ,  take some comfort in learn- 
ing that when William Penn 
I re~m~ed to the area, enterl~ a local eatl~ then pulled his pants up, adjusted Ida shirt, wantedcoee, in ira. he had 
establislement (which will remain anonymous) to i/cked up the plasl/e toy (whicb be bad put down ou to pay ~,m a pound, nut. 
stave d f  an advanced cane of starvation. A late of nm:x.,ceity, both heads bean8 grim-wise in use). He alas, more than 100 years 
" belch.... • • . ~ his h'iel~ and they c(mtlmled playing. . later--in 1790.--coffee cost 10 
lehosaasaatbythewindow, and lo0ked out. Who I m not sure if thls is di~p~tin~ to some people r comapomd. " 
• should I see. but the two ditch dif~pms; who had not. I was 8lad he bad made the decision to Aeeuney Test 
wmnork .ed ~way further up the street in my ab- . .de ,  not imm8 the gsta+ It made me lea  Test me .ampm+ cy o~ your 
better. SomeWlns to dowlth not belnll Mhmned or homroom seslm by welsh- 
• ' Now they had.their dog with them, a boa, black, .won'led ~ ~ in tile I~'li~. ingthenextS-Ib, hogornour- 
• hairy mutt, the kind that looks like It had a Colilalen house. 
with an electric exmsion cord and, asaremlt,hsaa I pUS it wonldn't-he okay-ff we all went aroand or sugarthat comes into the 
ball-turned curl in every hair on |In body. doi~ thesame thin~. But It Idnd of reminda+you not 
hsa seine ~d its hair to be sowattled about wbat oth~ pace  tblnk about 
i 
Scholars at the University 
The enteq)risi-il two hed found, somewbe~,apiece. They lookeda lot more at sasa with themselves of CallSomin have produced 
of surveyor's tape, the plastic stuff timt comes in than some of tl~ people Iv+ ~ teeth e lene~ a s,40~ymr old record. The 
flourescmt pink and othor clMurmJql oglers, ruslMng for the nearest ,'sanitary facility, song is a am hymn from the 
. ancient city of Upr i t ,  in 
what ls now Syria on the 
: Mediterranem east coast. 
The sin8 concerns 8oddeas 
Niklml; wife of the moon 
uqmmrq 
is a Gofiath me from west 
S~TU~OAY~ 9:00 .mMilnnOOM .XS.AMIsV#.I_~.. Africa, measurin8 13.36 
' 9:30 : ~UuUI~voOA". _ inches from mout tO vent 
' and more then 3~ inches ex. vMal.  ~ ~amml  mumm.v oven  10:00 ~eAN c~Nea... INIMil.S a wm , tended, it weighed seven 
moot poR ~ s'rMs ~ muse ,  ' 10:30 ~omqNm~ ".Mtmc Jm.Aa. i~mds! 
~u.ve z~v ~ s,mmmem + ;1:oo ,qsm'Mmmsmm ~m.mm.:. 
once & san MAN .... 11:30 .NOT ICU~ ~tmkeW p~-iro~, Yap lPlasaa~ 
' " ' People on the Pacific Is- 
aoe.e.w~0oosoU~elUS ,OOOe~d.EJ~S~W~ 13:00 NoouNmm [ELeCTm¢CO. land of Yap.fasldon their 
CK NmS 12:30. kwv i l  woat~ money from inrSe douShnut- 
mLOKmW0M 1:00 isai~mm, tCL4L shaped stones, some as 
-oocr~s  OEXTHWUJ.L'YDAYS ! :30 "d~rr.a~ much as ten feet in dE- 
* meter .  The rmmey usually 
ANOYIIGR WOIUJD AU. IN THE FAME ~P:00 ~MAKINO 'M,'US,~ is exchanged unly during ira. 
' , eu~noe.mom 2:30 ~u~mMm.  , aneAo a nu~.' portent ceremonial events 
$ CYCMclt IIMp~! Y4PJiUK31 ", 3 :00  TBRPLIES , __.~_._~.~_Av ' and is transported on poles 
- "seem"  mutmtvycoo~s 3:30 .M~mlMaW0M.D sc~m'seomv thrust through the holes in 
iws vo~ mare  4:00 . ,  , ~ss.s#~t=m Svk.euT thecentarof~ecurrency. 
~w~ws mw,  . 4:30 "LUCY . . . . . . . .  SHOW Mape/ leRe~h 
. J~w ~ m.~0meu. , 5:00 .' .r~m~a~'Y IMiSTtS,~ A0o!ns  ' The sun's map~etic' field 
~ ~ m ~ ' T 1 " 5: ~ " -IELIEC'IrRIC'CO. .. ][~.EdH~s fa r  ~e~MJ i t s  nor th  
~OUR0tASS 4:00  !~-~ m m~ and south poles, probably as, 
• far as the orbit of Pluto 
NeCH~ amwr .~,~ . 6:30 , ' m 'm,  oN&ci.Amc, --nearly four billion n~iles 
.sa~Yn.m TONm~ . .  ' ' 
~Tcx~ .: 7:30.  P lm :~ . "' . Lmmmameeomr  " 
". , '~MAGNIFICMNT MAGICAL .iK~lnrb~llCJOtJammY Ou~.ounNml f "  " +' 8 .00  m.ml~v MOVIIs a~l lmNUNm ' " ~ . . . . .  14P  
• r:~._~ el - - ~ MAGNET OF SANTA MESA -' 
• 8:30  . A~0~,  "~ , ' ' ' ; * .  MlchNI  Burns  p lays  Freddie 
TNATM - " m m ~ p ~ o n ~  9:00  . .  .. . .... PAOVllb"AAqmlmSimV~ae Grlffith, m youngKlentig who 
, " J~omoom~ 9:30"  . .  : ] . . .  --- . ' - -wmdstodonMoh la lnv~dlen- -  
' an  emezln0 dhm met provides • • mucs~Nu0 • I0 :00  Imma~-~mmm .. , _ - -~-~- .  . . . . .  solution to many.:, energy 
. ,  10:30 ' , . b4VlUCN~., problems .- to manldnd, but his 
;Na~ Nm~s I1 :0~ Nmm ... :+ U l~ l l  employers, real iz ing + the 
. .'laMber._..m , ' ' '11:310 l . • .. ' • ;Sl~.Ol~. : f inancial polontl l l l  of his 
' ' ' . . . . . .  discovery, dK Ido  to, either 
, I~I:O0 ~_~II A_~II mOW. ~mi , .  , , ~ hl l  ml~l  or get. rid 01. 
. . . .  him, Suan likmclmrd, i41mry 
I I 
~=~. .  , .' : ~lmm, .KasM Corm, 
' PWmOo C ~  Jeed~ ~ , . . .  
' ; Cmmdl mo ~ . . . . .  
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FUNNYSIDE i.W,+,T¢#IT,,S I Jf 
Ill SI:'ACE? i 
i] 
125 Air CondiXioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shop, Dinin~ Room, Nightly 
Entertainme0t, Bsnquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 .FREE PARKING 
TOLL FREE Reservations- 
112.-800-261.3330 
adian Owned & Operated 
MGR.TED PRYSTAY 
.1705 Davie 
English Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop 
at Our Door end Tiike You Anywhere in 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
High above the swirllngs waters of Hell's Gate, Alfred Achaer checks the carriage . . 
of the Airiram, In B;C.'s.Fraser Canyon. " .... 
business 
in 
anchovies 
LIMA (Reuter) - -  
Mention the word anchovy 
and most people think of an 
ingredient for a party snack 
or a pizza. 
But in Peru anchovies are 
big business with one- 
quarter of the foreign 
currency earnings of this 
South American country 
coming  f rom 
their sale. Ten thousand 
fishermen are engaged in 
the industry, sa~ing on 50( 
trawlers. There are two 
three-month seasons a year. 
But a can of Peruvian an- 
chovies can't be purchased 
here. The few cans that are 
sold in Lima food stores are 
imported from neighboring 
Ecuador. 
Peru's anchovies provide 
the raw material for more 
than half the world's supply 
of fishmeal, one of the most 
important sources of protein 
for livestock and poultry 
feed. 
The military government 
is opUmisile that this year's 
anchovy catch will help this 
country of 16million out of 
its p resent  economic 
difficulties. 
2 3&6 4 9 
iF,,~Tll.~ T0~Y. 
SHOOT FOR THE STARS 
NAME THAT TUNE 
O41{O AND THE 
..=u.,e, vo+.-mNI=, 
nAYs 4oi= OUR LIVES 
JOURNAL INTER~ 
*DEcroRs 
~ANOrH=UrwokLO 
THE S ~CI.OCK MOVIE i l ea l  
:~m+V HAR; 
N.C Nrws 
:SF.ATn.E 'ro~,Gm' 
HOU.WX)0D SOUAI~SS 
"SANFOR.D & SON 
ROCKFORD PILES 
C~Ji~ 
NEWS 
' ~z~lG~" SHOW 
MII~IOHT "SPECIAl." 
.!~JENIX.Y GIANT 
MONNN 
MP- DRESSUP 
"SaSh= mmemr 
McLEAt+.~++.H~N. 
~Osc mews 
V~LD KINGDOM 
"DEATH VALLEY DAYS 
~.  IN. THE F,~m,~ 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
.TAKE 30 
.CELEBRITY COOKS 
"I1PS YOUR CHOICE 
NIC 'N PIC 
C, AU.ERy 
.LOVE AMER. STYLE 
.HOURGLASS +' 
FAMILY 
MARY TYLER MOORE 
CHARLII! BROWN 
ONTHE ROAD 
POLICE SI~,y 
..~'HE'NATi01~U.. 
'NIGHT. FINAL 
LATH l 
"..~_ .u,_-.; us  ~,,i;,~., ;; ; , ; ,-  + 
I 
I I  
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:@0 
12:,30 
1:00 
. oooo  K'~0Amt~ B.c.. 
;KAREEN'S YOGAS" r 
+JEAH CANNEM. 
i 
DEFINITION 
FIRST IlVeq~lONS 
HOT HANDS 
NOON NEWS 
ADAM 12 
M~ViEMkTINEE 
1:30. 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
-'4:00 
"¢~0 
s:oo 
5:30 
'+6:00  
'ALLAN I tN~L 
WHAT'S "THE "G~OO" 
ANOTHER 
:LUCY SHOW 
,]gMERGENCY 
.NL=-WSHOUR 
6:30 
7:00 lS)NNY&M~JmE 
i 
7:30 
ISESAME STREET 
~c-crR,com 
NIT CART 
'ART SIX 
SCIENCE SPECIAL 
MUU,.IGNI STEW 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
IWORKING TOGETHER 
'INSIDE-OUT 
MUSIC PLACE 
ZEBRA WINGS 
REACHING OUT 
TSNN'YSO~ 
CHEMICAL. DEPENDENCY.. 
SESAME STREET 
:MISTER ROGERS 
"'ET.ECTRIC CO. ,, 
.ZOOM 
CONSUMaR SURVIVAL. KIT 
LEHRER REPORT 
lEGACY AMERICANA NO. I 
i 
8:00 STARS ON ICE WAmiNGTON wl(.. 
~ D  FILES 'WALL ST. IMC. 
MUTIlRMIICE THEATRE, 
QUINCY 
,~s~.~ NGUR,m,,"~.,,. ,, 
• THE LATR SHOW= "Mlry, 
- -~; . . .M  r.~, "~ 
10:00 
10:3~ 
11:00 i 
11:30 
"12:00 
FOI~'V~ SZOA 
AGRONSKY 
i 
ZION OFF 
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BIG ROCK A T CAND Y MOUNTAIN 
Nervous, relieved, disappointed 
By JOANNE AMES 
Herald staff writer 
The moment comes, after 
all the hours of rehearsal 
and learning lines, the 
trauma of p.acing the floor at 
nights w~th your script, 
praying that you won't 
forget your three lines in the 
first act, when... 
You actually have to go in 
front of an audience. 
The whole texture of the 
pl~iy" changes. The timing 
changes. Yoti realize that 
there are pegple out there 
who care about what you're- 
doing on stage. 
They laugh at the jokes 
that you've started to think 
were "sick", says Tony" 
Pavan, who played one of 
the lead roles in the Skeena 
Theatre arts play, "Big 
Rock at Candy's Mountain." 
They laugh at things you 
expect hem to but, "they 
don't get some of the jokes 
that we think are funny," 
reflects Elsie Toels|ra, who: 
played "Myra Mobile in the 
production. 
Acting. improves• Julie 
Skara, who played a hippie 
and a well-digger, says the. 
audience makes the play 
better because "the kids 
g ve more with the audience 
ere . "  
Without the audience, it  
would be just like another 
dress rehearsal, some of the 
students said. 
"They were the ones who 
T~one~ te~ait~o?C t ,m,, yt~' r s~d 
second act, I had such a 
feeling from the people out 
there..." 
The first moment, when 
~ ur foot crosses the line tween the wings and the 
*;~.. 
4, 
C 
"% :...,4. 
~ ,.;~ ~;;.~ . 
"We're a smash; ; The moments of su~r-hlgh energy afteF a performance have everybody laughing. 
stage, all the nerves come ~ out there and see people you too. Working so many hours play for more nighl 
a head. It's not being afraid know," said Dinnne Courts. ' together brings people taken it to other scho( 
of the audience, it's thinking Once you start acting, together. Shirley Taylor, seems like such a 
about lines and movement, there's no time to worry, whoplayed Zippity Dewdar, climax to six mon( 
and whether or not you can: When the play is over, said the group became, work toonly a two-nigk 
be heard out there. '. there is the relief of getting close, "sort of l ike a 
Will the set chan~es' back to a routine. Take off family." Elsie Troelstra Wha(nas theatre d© 
work? Wil l  the lighting the makeup, put. away the added that "you have to be the k/ds involved? 
"It gives you the cc come through? costumes, tackle the books, able to trust each other and to go up and spea 
After the. •first few Tests and final marks are get along." - -  • ._,- purself. You feel 
minutes, you can relax, coming up in school. " .. Some of the players wren 
" . mdependent, and you even though you can look There .is alot of sadness, 'they could..have done the . . . . . . .  I._, ,~.. _,,. . . . .  
2 3&6 " 4 
9:00 ! SPlE.E.D BUGGY 
NDNSTER SQUAD 
P0RTI.N~ ROM PA~I ,  10:00 
I 
?KO0~ .ES ON KAMERA . . . .  
9:30 KmS'mFF ,. 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
• 12:00 
13:30 
I :00 
.1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4 :30  
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00  • 
9:30 
10:00 
SESAME'STREET ' " " 
.LL~S OO " .. . . .  i 
I~'GOWAN & CO. , 
SHOW BIZ 7 
JOYS O1= COLLECTING 
"RED FISHER 
9 
BIO m.UE/ ,~ IR I~ . 
P ,  . . . . .  I~  J 
,CARRASOLENOAS'-- I. 
VN.UlES N~D MmUUTY 
011, PAINTING NO~ 
SASlGU4.Y eMSSN4.. ' 
~n,c~-~ou i . 
FCQO PRESERVING. 
CHAMIqGmHIP IrlB~S; 'M)MAN " ". 
ecoK SEAl" 
i 
OF 
NBG MAJORvL, f J~E  
BASE6ALJ. , 
LADIES PRO GOLP 
"ASSOCIATION CHAM.~ 
Jq0NSHIP 
SATURDAY MOVIE :  
SURVIVAl. 
NEWSERVICE . . . . .  ' 
N I~ NEWS "1 
I 
!'AN.IMP. womm " '~ 
i~w ,omnoM .4 ,  . ,,1 
.GONG •Stay . . . . . . . . . .  ; . 
E/r=RGr=NIj~ 
CiRa.E mUAl~S ... . . .  ' 
DOUBLE DECKER ' 
SATURDAY MORNINGT ; 
KLAHANIE '. 
J 
SlMTM 
'NFD FU.MI 
us OFOl OOl.F 
DIATH VN.I,JEY DAYS 
NASL SOCCRR 
• I~TUR'DA~" i~NS"" i' i 
NSUN AT NIOHT • . 
~oumcoR E~.~ I ; 
HAPPY DAYS '~ 
IAlrUfll0~Y Nim~lr MOVI I I  
~W_~qgs  : .. ! 
WEIIKIEHD '. 
I STAR MOVIE: 'VNmml 
'Was" 
~No c~ KSNS,,~ra~ . . ,  10:3Q 
.~t ' .~ i~0UL . "  2"~, . I1 :00 
ptmvq~rd~ q,Ams ' 11:30 
LAIn SNOW " 12:00 
-~ , .  NO fV I I J *  *'1 
i" 
I • 
NEWS HOUR, 
I Ollll.S l 
i 
ACADEMY PER-  
P"  . . . . . .  =" "=..i.- f:m;" 
PREVIN & "ri le PITT.~ 
-$BURGH . . . . .  
"NOVA' " " 
I 
THI AiM UP UN- 
~uYfNNTY No.II~ "-"=kd,--- 
MIr~' 
lUllOP 
I 
"1~11 PN. I J l iRS 
JAZZ 
lEST Oi = IRN l l  IWVACS: 
CTV.N~NS • ~ . .  S iON OFP  ; 
1HII LATM t '~ IVm,~ 
, n  
~ts, or 
eels. It 
short 
,nths of 
ht run. 
one for 
ourage 
~ak for 
p u el more 
a don't 
care what he other guy has 
to say, you're not afraid to 
~y our own mind," said e Skara. 
"You wouldn't have 
caught me dead on a stage 
two years ago. It's really 
changed me." 
"I think the teachers have 
noticed that the kids who 
aren't a f ra id  to ask 
questions . in school 
assemblies and things are 
mostly in drama. And it's 
mostly people in drama who 
run for student council, 
• became they're not afraid to. 
get up on stage in front of 
people. 
A gift, even if these 
students never continued 
past this year's course, that 
will last them a lifetime. 
"EX0-MAN"  - Dav|d 
Ackroyd  stars as physics 
professor Nick Conrad, who 
attempts to invent a suit to 
fac i l i ta te  movement In his 
limbs following an assault by a 
mob hit.man which leaves him 
perm.anently paralyzed. 
"CHISUM" . Stars John 
wayne, Forrset Tucker t Glenn 
Corbett. Cattle baron meets 
Billy the Kid and they fight the 
town boss and his corrupt of- 
ricers who plan to take over the  
county. 
:"HOUSE OF WAX" . Vincent 
• Price, Prank Loveloy, Phyllis 
Kirk, Paul Plcernl, Charles 
Bromon and Carolyn Jones. 
bum f in  turns men Into 
minster who steals bodies from 
.mor0ue to •create. l i fe. l ike' 
• :lmagu In wax. 
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BRITISH NURSES' TARNISHED IMAGE 
No more Florence Nightingales 
LuNuoN ttteuter) - -  
Stories of patients at risk 
because of staff shortages in
British hospitals" is 
jeopardizing the future of 
• nursing here. 
The nurses' image as 
.angels of mercy is becoming 
mcreasiugly tarnished as 
overwork and underpay 
lead to dissatisfaction a d a 
feeling that their job has 
been devalued to thepoint 
where they have become the 
slaves of the medical 
profession. 
One nurse said, "We go to 
meals feeling gu i l ty ,  
wondering what will have 
happened when we get 
back." 
A grim picture of, the 
present standard of nursing 
eare in Britain has been 
painted by the Royal College 
of Nursing (RCN). In a 
nationwide survey on the 
effects of reductions in 
~ overnment spending on the ealth service, they said 
that standards had fallen in 
the last 30 years, leaving 
pat ients  somet imes  
dangerously at risk. 
The survey quoted_ 
"DADDY LONG LEGS".- 
Fred Astolre, Leslie Caron, 
Terry Moore, Th~lma Rifler, 
Fred Clark. Millionaire playboy 
arranges to send a lovely 
French orphan to college In 
Massachusetts. He is to be her 
sponsor, with his Identity a well. 
~pt  secret. Love upsets the 
applecort. Ballets by  Roland 
Petit. 
" 'THE HORIZONTAL 
L IEUTENANT".  Jim Hidden, 
Paule Prentice, Jack Carter, 
Jim Backus. Bungling young 
lieutenant Is erdered to lind the 
Japanese outlaw who has been 
reldlng Army supplies on an 
obsourelelend In the pacific. An 
Oriental aide and • gorgeous 
nurse help him pull through 
with "Minim accomplished." 
"MAGNIFICENT MAOICAL 
MAGNET OF SANTA MESA" - 
Freddie Grlfflth (Michael 
Burns) Invents a disc that 
solves many energy problems 
and wants to donate his In- 
vantlon to mankind. His em- 
ployer sees the financial 
potential of his discovery and 
decides to either chaflge his 
mind for him or get rid of him. 
Harry Morgan, Tom Postun, 
Conrad Janls and Jane Connall 
are featured. • .... 
"BONNIE AND/~:CLOUD'.  
McCIoud's (Dennis Weaver) 
romance with model Bunnle 
Fostw+ (Lelgh Taylor-Young) 
becomes a nightmare when she 
shoots a trucking executive. 
The victim's cronies chase the 
pair across the country, using 
CB radios to communlcalo. J D. 
Cannon end Terry Carter ere 
featured. 
"THE •LEFT HAND OF 
GOD" - Humphry Bogert, Gena 
Tlernsy, lee J. Cobb, Agnes 
Moorehead, E.G. Marshall. 
Dlre~ed by Edward Dmy/ryk. 
China.1947: American ad- 
venturer escapes .a Chinese 
warlord by posing as a priest; 
only, to fall In love with a 
mission . nurse. 
• ."happy ending-. Stars Jean 
simmons, Shirley. Jones, John 
For ly lhe ,  Lloyd + Bridges, 
NeneHe Fabray. Director: 
Richard Brooks. An original 
contemporary drama about 
married love. 
examples of wards left in, or else delays occurred mand more of their time. In- and about $34 dollars a week 
the charge of untrained staff which would be crucial, creasing stress on nurses is more pay. 
and a decline in supervision One hospital reported an causing more abse~nces Sister Magda'Campion, a 
leading to more accidents, accident rate twice as high through sickness, the report Manchester nurse for 11 
missed treatment, •broken in 1976 as in the previous said. 
bones, suicide attempts and year through lack of patient The nurses' Current rate years, said: " I  think nurses 
fire risks, onservation. At a mental of pay is unlikely to are discontented because of 
hospital, entire wards were e n c o u r a ~m~o m o r e the lack of staff and their 
PATIENTS UNTENDED left unstaffed at night, the recruitment the pro- increasing work load. It's 
• It cited cases where old report said. • iession. A staff nurse the frustration of not being 
patients, who fell out of bed, .The RCN are concerned qualified for three years able to  do their work 
were left on the floor for not only over the present earns rQughly $4,250 a year properly which gets nurses 
hours. Many incidents were situation but for the future, or $59.50 a week after tax. down." 
quoted where untrained. Far fewer student nurses TYPISTS EARN MORE Nurses say their last 
auxiliaries, in charge of were being taken on for If the same girl had raise in 1974 made P~Y 
wards all night, often were Iraining. learned shorthand and situation worse because it 
responsible for adminis- Nurses today are typingshe would be working was not properly financed 
taring drugs to as many as spending more time on in a clean, moaern office in and authortties reduced 
100 patients. Sometimes the paper work and new' the centre of London with nurs'mg hours in order to  
wrong medicines were given methods of treatment de- regular hours, free lunches pay the bills. 
SLOW PROGRESS 
Family planning in India 
TORONTO (CP) --  Tlie Born in "t~.rnmny, she 10 pregnancies but with 5sly' develop a population policy' 
struggle family, planners married an engineer of three or four children As an indination of the 
had lfi India is similar to Indtan origln and lived for 36 living." . program's success, she. 
that of family planners in years in Bombay. ' quoted from a recent Inclhin 
Canada, says Elfrlede She said she started her The success of her group government report hat says 
Vembu-Conrad, wholived in volunteer work in  family came when it convinced the 12.29 million vasectondes 
India during the early days planning when she saw "so than Indian Prime Minister and 4.4 million tubal 
of that country's fustily many women losing their Jawaharial Nehru that ligations were performed in 
planhing program, children, having as many as' was time for India i t India between 1965 and 1975. bfrs. Vambu-Conrad, now 
almost 80, who lived in _- 
Bombay when the first - -~  ~ have  a 
family planning clinics wore AIS,M • I@ [ 
opened, is writing a book ReFlux ~%'~ ~ ~ ~  | n ice  weekend. . . [  a,out life In India. ~ ~ ,  . 
_ "Our slow progress in the 
shyness of the In- ' >" ' 
dianowomen to come for. 
ward for advice," she said. 
"And there was also the 
paucity of contracevtlvu 
Ltewar years?' , -  
' " -+ ' ' "+ '  
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'irkiS'~Om ' . . . .  10:39 + . . . . . . . . . .  . . : .  
+~m.~m_~l~_i, " I1 :0~ ' i WORLD" mL~, 
s STM MOWIg ,q~ tan__  NtOm" fiN~U. 11:30 
-Him o~ ~ ~ , ,12:00 ~ L~r~ mOW. ,q~.  
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, v - " I' "1 !11 SHE JU$1"CALL~'~ '1 : r .ovG. r  v~ 11 oto  t ~,,.,-,,,o,,~r,,,o,.,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,~'-i.t~ r,,,o. ~i ~"~,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, TR IV IA  
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ing in trout o/ a building 
jiggling his tin cup when a 
woman stopped and dropped 
a quarter in the cup. "God 
bless you!" the blind v~an 
beamed. "I kneu~ you had a 
land heart the minute I laid 
8topping in an nnlamiliar 
barber shop 1or a shave, the 
young bachelor took a fancy 
to the manicure girl and 
suggested dinner mwl a show 
that evening. "l don't think l
ought o," was her shy reply. 
'Tin married." 'Why don't 
you ask your husband." the 
lad suggested. "/'m sure he 
mouldn't object." "Ask him 
yourself," she shrugged. 
"H e' s shaving you:" 
Teeth Too" 
Orating on hell./ ire, 
the minister vividly de- 
scribed the sulierings of the 
damned. The congregation 
sat in rapt attention as he 
eloquently described Dante's 
inferno. At the end of his set. 
man, he quoted from the 
gospel: "On that day, there 
will be a t~eeptng and a 
wailing and a gnashing of 
teeth." But some of us have 
no teeth," interjected the 
toothless senior citizen in 
the back pew.. "On that 
day," predicted the mini- 
ster, "teeth will be pro- 
aided." 
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WARRANTY 
STAINLESS STEEL ELEOTRIO 
KETTLE AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF 
STEAM GUARD 2 QUART 
-- OAPAOITY 
STAINLESS STEEL 
EbEETRIE 
I ETTbE 
JOORPORATION AU ALL OANADIAN OOMPANY 120 VOLTS 
Gordon & Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave. 635-b576 Closed Mondays 
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"PA TENT OFFICE BUS Y ' 
.Every invention has-a price 
OT/'AWA (CP) -  The 
Canadian Patent Office 
(CPO) is where ideas 
blussmn into reality. 
There Js patent n .m~ 
~$9~17 ~IIUed In 19~6 for a 
method of curing all ills 
using the carrot, says_ 200 patent examiners 
Patent 774931 was issued work in government offices p r • p a r i n g 
in 1968 for a Focess to sifting |hrough the 130 ' appHcatidns WE 
recover oil from tar sands patent applications received "When seat belts were s~'vicos of a pa 
by exnlod~g an atomic daily from inventors. ~de•comp,so~ ~ was. becausehe cans 
He said the examiners axe a rash of seat-belt the b~mb." legal and 
Then there was the chemical, electrical and laventtoas," he said. kr len, 'Robert  
mechanical skirt lifter mechanical engineers who "More ihan 100 patents-" '~ ,~P id  
invented by a Calgary investipte the legitimacy of were. granted for. new ran hundreds e f  
woman in1890 to raise hems new ideas--from alcoholic" designs/' " computer with 
when crossing the muddy cookies patented in I971 to The bureau, overseeiq~ involved in an 
There are streets, tetraf luorethylene, an copyrights, trade marks and dia~ams, chert 
While the basement insulating chemical whi~_ 
inventor has become a dying was later developed into the lndUshdal dosips, is part of ~ and the the department of consumer 
breed beca ie  of elaborate trademark name Teflon, and corporate oflaim', of the invention' 
government and industrial used toline cookin~ utensils.. 
laboratories, the CPO says INVENTIONS GO 'IN The minimum fee. for" The worklna paper "on 
about ~0,o0o ~ i~ are TRENDS " ~f~a patent appli.ea, tion is patent law rev~l~h is be/ng 
grantedin Canada ~nnually. Mart Leesti, technical, .~. ~.ut Robert sam man~. considered for leak ktive 
Less than two per eent ef the adviser for the bureau of mventors use a patent agent amandmenta, butlt~vlllhoa 
patent applications are intellectual property, said ..re .file the application and few years before raving01 
submitted by  individuals, the mo~t recent  trend in me~r zeos run between ~oo i[o ~ore  the House oil 
Stacey Robert of the CPO ~vent4o~ the area of and $1,000. • ~.4)nunons, Robert said. 
fuel-saving and anti-pol- "Inventors not o~.m~ a., 
luUon equipment. • 
when prepm 
That lady; ,,..,o.... LAWS OLITI)A'/~ ' S n o ,,=,,*= . . . . . .  
• 1~,  by tSe department of C I I I  I i I I  that,s a cop  , ,  consumer and corporate 
,= , ,  = .  ===' ,  . WICmpeU • . patent laws are in serious 
MONCTON, N.B; (CIP)-- effective., communica lUlO~ becomil~j a constable, I. need of chan6e ...... ~ ~ 
Two Instructors at the InalJy has better resul,, have only dated other police One M the most important ~ e  
AtlanUc Police Academy i n  ~ pure. physical force., offices." . proposals in the report ~d~ 
Charlottetown once told ~he said the presence ma , , .  . . . .  ,,,..,,,,,,o,~ concerns the basis for 
w o~.d.-be ~po!ice officer usiform.ed .i~Ucewm~. nina ~ ~ "  ~ " ~ " ~  8ranting a patent. The 
IqlU~CII K4}Derts th.eyne~t' I 8 i lu I  s I  as 8 ~-__wr can" '  i l l  social ~sys88 
wanted co see me nay _ lnwinS~l  fiSht often this ~ _~_ . _ ~.L., . . . . .  , ,__ Steamex Carpet Cleaner RenliI machine, with six pow- 
re  nasacanmn effect (~Jy i , '~no.ugu~ .i u~'~- fJl'st-to-f~e metho(~ ~ erjets, gets the dirt others po l i cewomen a 8 • 
~1~JIen.  • . SEE HER AS A WOMAN wo~I  10 ~f l~ _ ~ _  8 the flrgt ~ to file a don't. 
meds ixwomesamql3@ a.oipe~, to : remeh~ tlm. t om~r_..imu~..~ " ' - -~terate  new-invention gets the upholmryattachmentandlts 
oWcm on the MIt0~l  S118 ]LS0 18 8 W.O~tll ~ _tsu,~,.__.ar~, . kmv~.~ , , ,a patents. The first-to-file own ~ecially-formulsted so- 
P0~ D~l@~'tniHt,- 8~lr~N~ t~ ~ I Wl1~ll I uu~u~au,  aim uuu a~aUl syst~l~ IS U I~ most  in the lution...soyou ¢8n c lnn  your 
with it, " wears civilian clothes, she t~.I _ ~.a.n. tax_ i oela World. carpets and upholstery the 
:'I am not here tobe  a said. menusmps warn o~ner Robert said patent emsy, money.uvlngStoamex 
. I .  but  to  work with . . - -  . 
men.~ a cmp, - ,~to~ wary ~. ~...~...~nmt ..._~e.~c~.m,_%,._t~,~j~ 
role," she said in an arUde seem to ullnK mere 18 u m ?3 ~ lpmus'~s~u~, inventions and writing 
written for Moncton somethin8 strange about ptctm'e m pencewon~en.I ~ .  The new .sys.teln 
~ I ~  I~ it we are not truly IJ~C?..w .ors,one.~em m w~ld eliminate conmc18sneed 
• , l I ov l leontcauue I Iomer  OYI '  ~caf l I  
"As I wI ,  I ~ women. ' Iirl8 who mi@t be so thep~.Thg~- 'd - I  
speofal aWtodss, and ~ "Policemen are us!dly ~nflusueed and ~ ef l~t I t in  Canada now takes 
to thepuliee irofsasionand the only mI  who date entorl~l, me ! two ~mars. . - .  wbile fara nel as physic~_y po l icewomen.  S ince 
meo.y 4 "'""ii" .~  _~.  a ~  more 3&6 " 
CIIII,. I nca  iS IHI18Ie 2 
involving women and 
~ i ~ d r I ,  ~ T ~ n I ~ •  ' ~ • '  ' " 9**00  I i I l l i  1 l~'.IIS.J~J~• I ~ IR I J i l T  
"What many male 
dace18 overlook is that the 
toque is the most. 
important muscle and 
"FIREBALL IN"  - Stirs 
Frmnkla Avalon,  Annette 
Funlc~lo, Fabian. Stock ar  
ra¢lnI driver Is hired by 
mm~ for en evml~ '¢ron 
be I ~ logging run. 
"THE QUEIN  OF 
~IYLON"-  R ~  F~mlnl, 
R lcer~ ~nto lben.  S~¢-  
~de... ~by~,  ~ ~ 
~¢ .... Un~r A~yr~ ru~. 
Buutlfd prU Ier  I N  an 
unwilling ~ to . l ye  her 
IWee~heert. and hli Chllchl4n 
~lowsn. 
..The MI  From At~Infl I-P~ 
Four: "TH I  DI IAP- 
P IARANCIS . " .  M~rk I~rrls 
(P~rlck Dully), ~ men from 
.Atlantis, must defeat I 
UwanIed scientist who ham 
kldnapi~M other xlonflsts In 
prelmr~lon for' ~ ls ln l  an 
unchartered planet. Belinda 
Mm~m~y,  Nmn Fuclle.~ld 
Kinneth Ti ler cHtsr, airless 
Cirr pl iyI  Dr. Mary Smith. 
'~ I  DESIRE"- ~ Anne 
~m~,  Rock ~m,  Julll 
k l Im l ,  NMalle Wood. Wem~ 
~ r ~  ~m~,  ~1~ 
, l l~ l~/_  mIra 
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WORLD FISHING EXHIBITION 
Top herring-chokers 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  The anInlerest to nave me snow- t rade  groups will be..m~8_, Ttm~ also L 'e  IA00 Qmbec andGdado.  
e l shth  WOrld F is ldng  be¢~ in  IMT. . reprmmted. . .* ne~ at  local, univeradtlea." Three two<la_y~.~the  
Ex~ibltl~ to. be held I ra .  "We sor t  o f  (ergot about i t  V la i tors  to  the  exldbitlm. , , , , ,  . . . . . . . . . .  .~_ Lunmlx~4)~ Idand ann 
ot w~ ex  ct ms+ me IMIve Al~.Sl-SspLTwfl lheaf]nt un .Wthe~g bark are expegted to lncl.ude , . _ ___  ~p,, ~. _._ , .  , , ._ ,  Eamm S 4 ~ e m  
were  ~, , ,~ ,= w. . .  ,,~ .u~ - , -~  . ~0~ ~ ~i~nnox~a. anu  aa ld  _ they .  . ovewme ~ Oshin8 ,)oat . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  been msmdzed.  
t . .w~ m~,mmo m~ly W~Um O~ .. The  e3dd idt /en -~ ~toremt .ed  in. coming  o capta inuu ,  to.  , the  .k_~ ,,_.__ _ , _~_  ,, _~.  Seminars  on g loba l  toch  
by lndmz4al ~ ra in  ~ m. ~7... in mpoo~ .'mnufmtu~inS aocunvm. ..,'~',;,%~_ ...'~P~',~,..,'~_, nolo~y will he 5rid in con- 
v-+J  . .m ~. . . . l . - - J~  L_ - __  r -  " ~) '0~'  +~m,  - -  :+ . . . .  - . - ' ,_  . . '  . , "  l u ,  mt~-  m ~  U / ~ y M  I0~ kn~mdM ~1~ t lk~ ~h lk i l i *m 
I J l~ .  ~M " ~ r  - I IM~I !M_  1111 . ~ . *  . s . . :  - . " . ' . • _ , Ipmm~. ,~m warn  m i ~ w  .. . . . .  , , . ,_ . . ,  . . . . .  , , _ . . ,  . . . .  . .+ . . . . . . .  - . . . .One~ol .~~m. . .~ontom,  sorotherl~.avels a, , , ,  ,h .  ,,,,+ , , - - - - I  
am.  A m  ja~=uauuum.. + : . . . . .  . . . +L" ' ~ ~ '~1  . . . . . .  ' " - - ~  . . . . . . . . . .  • • . . .., • . . . . of the mddbit/oa ~ -. or lo in  . back to .their• . " . " l lho~ f~ the wer ld|  UNI~RGO.FACEI , I I~ , , ,m~, , ,~ , ' ,n , ,  ~n, th , .  ~ . - . - - , ,g  . -A t lant i c  F i sher ies  
' " . . . . . .  exhibition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . o~w.  . • f i sh ing  ' comm.ua l~ .. i s .  The  a l to  o f  the  • ~uiS0fs.  Audr  Ke~n • . . Yeda~md~.  C~n~mun~e to  
exL~t+d.to brlNl, close to" wlll..p.ndergo .a  $.~SO,O00. , , ,m,o~;ofa~eYom~:nla~ . Muy.pa~r,~..ed. +tours.will he held in the provinee Aull. 
.. IS,000. v~uitors to Nova meant.  A te~nnncau o 'ew ~ t rans -or ta t lon  + ne mmae 8yauame to ze~p ~S;31. 
. ".' ".Sc.o/~+ ,•About .S0,000 from l._nt.ernation.al and estimates ab~ 4,000 ~ vis.i..t~...in the ~ after ~ ~ ..sa~Ina.nn will 
• "-Invitaflo~ have .been" is- .~rane e'a.~, w .o~. come will be reanired ,l~ht/v .exl.~l. n.luan. _These wil l  In~ern.ationaa asps. c~s o! 
sued . .  ' :mre ,  reerun|oeanmnerano _ - .~ . - : "  _ - - " -  -" _ _mr~UmOOaen~oux~ of ~a ca~cmng, processmg sac  
Ray ~u~, eo+rdtnator of suppliers, and transform the _ _~_e ps.am .ms n~r~,~ ~ n#bmS_ areas,., t~. market/~ u they pppl~ to 
the eaddblt/ea, udd. In an si~ds owned by the l~t /oaa]  ~:-~) ._n~..-Ino~_ rooms .m. Mapl. IUn .~; Newf.sundlud.. flsbiNl ~peratlom  e/ova 
i n te rv iew that  the  show Had)oun  Board  and  located me uamax-uar~moum "no zlS,-orlve pecr, ales to Scot ia.  
sloa~ the waterfront, into an 
same here almost by. exldbiUonheUontwolevela. accident. 
The l~/Sexh ib i l i onwas  An  es t imated  250  .Firebrand -nion maid held in Slain and the Nova'  exh ib i to rs  from 18 countries 
Scot ia department of. will show their.wares at the.  q J  I l l  
deve lopment  sent  exhiblt/on. 
=+.,,,... organizes the guys t l~  show'  as a potent ia l  wor ld ' s  most  advanced  showcase  for  Nova  Scot ia  
They were aware  the 1975: 
l~'nnee but  no host  Sad been Searpe l l i  s ta r ted  
selected for 19"/7. • will he on hand. Provincial afourfaCtorYdays 
Canada 
"There is a ' shop  L~BCasaone-bour te lev is ion  
cbaJrnnan and we have ,  a d rama last  fa l l .  
steward," said Mrs. . Salut/n said he tried to 
Scarpelli, "but they all capture Mrs. Soarpelli's 
come to me. So when it's too spirit in his play. 
mush, itmakss me nervous "The first time I saw 
Mlllssaidaletterwasseat inst i tut ions,  f isher ies 
to the organizers expressing dopar|ments and nnl/onal. 
• . .w .  • Eurom~n Tmiitio~ Now ee~xnl~ ¢~mu~ Of opln dlti  li~comln0 
Of Life To Millions Of North'Amwicans 
A range of Pure Goose Down or Opwn 
rand Feathers .  Cont inenta l  qu l l ta  that  
• l im in l ta  b lanket | ,  bedsprseds ,  top  sheets  
rand mike  bedmlk ing  I 10  second ©hore l  S imply  I year  round 
l ightwe ight  i lup  fo r  th l  res t  o f  your  l i fe l  
Write Fm Free Brachum: ' 
The Eu lo~emn E iderdown 5hop,  F~: tory  Ma l l  OrdM O lv l l l on ,  
4781 K ingsway St . ,  Burn lby ,  B .C .  VSH 2G6 
Send To: ................ : .................................. ;; ..... 
Addrm ............................. ; .... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
City ................ ~.~ ........... Prov . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Code ......... 
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TORONTO (CP)  - -  Maria 
workln~ In 
when she was 14, 
four after arri'vinS In 
i ~amer e from Italy. 
. are  moments When 
_ : .%.w 
i i 
• "NUCl  mmW0. ; 
_ I 
, / 
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P lUmY WANT 
she dreams of returnin~ to 
southern Italy where she 
• could live a mere leisurely 
going for morning strolls 
under the hot Mediterra- 
nean suo. - 
But those mmnenis are 
.few because "the fiery- 
tempered ~7-year-old union 
ox~anizer can't spare  the  
&M4JU~-e " 
"She barrels in on every 
dispute," said one 
management official at 
mm~O Puretex Knitting Co. Ltd. 
where she works and heads 
Local 560 of the Canadian 
Chemical and Textile Union. 
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and tired." " 
She wants to leave the 
Union and the factory, but 
she said she can't help 
gett/ng involved. 
" I f  I see something 
wron~, I cannot stay quiet.l 
have to say it. So I never 
quit." 
PLAY CENTRED ON HER 
Her energy,  ded/cat/on 
and integrity fascinated 
free-lance playwr'nght Rick 
Salut/n who used her as 
b]spiration for a play about 
~estruggles oforganizing a 
xaccory. The play was 
produc~l and aired on the  
~laNseWl  
o, . . ,, 
• , , ¢ 
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Maria she was standinB up 
there  during a meeting 
telling people to stand up, 
others to shut'up and sit 
down. You could just see she 
had a real sense of self." 
The company and the 
.union have had many 
disputes ince the workers 
- - .  
The current one, still 
before the Ontario Human 
Rights. Commission, is 
whether or not closed- 
circuit television monitors, 
installed •last summer, are 
an affront to the workers' 
d ian i ty .  
Mrs. Scarpelli was paid 90 
cents an hour when she 
started. She now takes home 
about $122 a week. 
She said she likes her jobs 
"because I l/ks to see people 
happy and not pushed 
around. 
"I cannot stand to see 
anyone doing something 
wrong to those ladies." 
Most of the ~00 women at 
the factory are of 
immil~ant bacl~round. 
i i 
'q 'HE MAGICIAN" - St i rs  
Bill Blxby, Klm Hunter, Barry 
Sullivan. Mqlc len spirits sway 
• women trolled bye gunmen is' 
file home of his frkmds, rooking 
frequent use of mq lc  tricks. 
"HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS"-  
a l l tm Wel~, Jmne Wyman, Jill 
St.. John, .Cmrol. Llmley, I~ul  
.Herald. BoMon psychiatrist 
and hls wlfe trek through Souih 
America In frustrated 
chaperonage of. two lovely • 
claughter# who slmulteneously 
burst ~ e ~ t  cocooll. 
N t rac l lve  rommntlc comedy. 
d r iml .  • 
,. ; . s  
,:'lrHMIE| P:ACESOP MVM" . '  
Stars JOamM Woodward, Oevkl 
tWyno; .tN #. C,~. S~pry of e. 
woman Whow'psychul! anmu 
Mr to take on three d i f fwmt  
pmmid imn.  
I 
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BOB "lITMUS . " 
Hot  on the. :Sasquatch.  . .. ,'s '!raill 
t a lot of 
T iYm~U~u~O~ (a  CP) "tBt~ b ~ ~ ) o  ~eew~ 9To~ a ~s,~tenCm~ea~l~le. Sosqua*h ~e~e~s ~l~eypl~mu~t. int°  money  hun~t~ng the 
disbeliever in 1958 on the enough to see the wrinkles 'Personally, it's not a He said the Sasquateh, .Sa~lua..tch .and hks r~ 
sub eat of the Sasquatch on its li But I flatly question of the while its eyes are unlike .Droze .mr~mn. esua  
"~ was g.eniug sick ;rod ref,-ed .~:he]ieve what I exist, l k -owt~i  vnlyY those of a human, does.~.ve ~t.sa).a he_ "s~li always 
flredofpeopiecomm~tome wasseem~." • I'm not trying to convince an opposed thumo, which ~unt .me ~un.w.n , . .~.y  .. 
and describing strange , ~, . . . .  , . , . .  ~. . . . . .  , , . . _  • anyone.': . " - pats i~h i~ on the primate ume..~ am. ap.i.e, l~Ymcm,y 
l~n if th so, us  m.~.,- .9+ ~.  ,p,,~ " ' lad " aria tmancmuy. " tracks and as g ey .., ,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  He estimates there are  der . . . .  
• .un ion  .~oIrn,at~h track8" he US u m ~  ~ l u ~  O ~ m  tk  ~ , i o .  ~ i  .~  a . . . . .  t . k  ~ . .  " . . . . .  
~ai-~: "--P~ n~ver seel~ the granite cliff l ace .  ~,e~'~mTc'~ast~"~,u~"t~n~ - . . . 
trae.ks, solc o~'t,..an.~.er, Tiimnssaldheisbasieal]y .they are being .driven I ~I~ ~+,~+~,. . ]  " I 
outscermmyaon+oe]ieve a dlsheHever, but on the- farther intome wuoerneas I i~.I/l~vx "~. .  _.dmdlnlG~ .+ ' .  • b~.)~ I 
an animal could make the . . . . .  I ~LF-  # ] - l "  ~ ,~r [y , l~ , ,+  : L . , .  ~ I. 
kind of iracks they were I +t% 7 • ~ = "~ _ .~s ,  lq l~l '  -~  I 
describing." " i / -  r ul•l- 1 m " 
I ' l ~ i t m a s ,  58, a renowned 
hunter, tracker and gulde in Aoothecarvthen , .  " oP ' ' ' -  California, changed his IT " I /  
attitude on Sasquatehes . . . . .  
whenafr iendbrou~thima drimn- tnre tndav  ,... :TIUe'  (~  i-A3~,| 
~rlend made a p lu ter  .of . i Orums FleMwood Mac 
paris cast the next ume ne 01TAWA,~CP)-- A small Behind the counter, two ~ .Jet ~r. .or  . . . .  Stwa IWllw 
eameaeressoneandTitmun stained-glass window u~anues attest to Astley's a _omns_rmy .mow creese ~il.Coofl - 
wasconvincedn.oanin)al.he highlights one of the ~n~ice as the Governor- from ~:xy~ . - - .  : . . .  
knew could mane too~pnnt cabinets and purchases are General's pharmacist from 4 - .um~y my.  _ .~omw ~m 
to_re, ateh .~at in the cast. ~ up on a 80-year<)ld 1921 to 1946• S ~men~_.m~m ~o~ ~,x~..~r. .  
• m n ' * 9 ~ l ~ d ~ 1 ~ . V v g  $ 1 l i l ,  . ~ I m l  V ~  7 • am)us .has to,m~,,9 . a y, wooden cash regi~tor. Along wsth drugs, Astley . v_, u~.,, .  Me a.. ,, u.-- 
• trmt was , . ,,,.. . . . . .  I)ance WHh .-,vr . . . . . . .  more .u.acas aria ,, Astley s Drugs Ltd. has sells spices--some with , ie Man hooked • . 8 l m Your Bang K.C. & Sunshine Band enougn to et me • been at sts present.location medicsnal va lue- -and . in You • -" . . . . .  egl~ has taken h im . . . . . .  9 Knowing Me_ Kmw g Abba • ~o o~-,~ smce 191U. horehound cand ies ,  lo' Slow I~mcln' Do~'tTurn Me Addrist Brothers 
from north of Fairbanks, "There are lots ofpeople traditional Sweets made O~ 
Alaska, to Mazatlan, named in here whom we are from the horehound herb. .~1 UfIlnThe Fast Ls~ Englen 
Mexico, and he has since Kenny Ro~ws serving today," says Arthur He says he stocks about i2; Luciile ~ la  Wonder 
amassed the largest Astley as he flips through a 10,000 products over-ali. _ .]3 Sir D~ks Hot colleoUonofori~inaleastsin b inder  conta in ing  Astley's way of 14 Angel In YourArme +~l~rtlramp 
the world• He admits, prescriptions filled in 1915. conduct ing  bus iness  ~s Give A Little Bit 
however, that as scientific "Not in person, but their compliments the Old- 16 I'm In YOU Pehlr Frampton 
evidence such casts are c h i l d r e n a n d fashfoned appearance of his 17. Heard It In A Love Song Marshall Tucker Band 
useless. Titmushascellectedlarge randchildren." r o ld  store. It is staffed by five " 18 Feels Llbe The First Time Foreigner 
T h e 8 5- y e a - people includin8 three 19 Udo Shuffle Baz Sca~Mm _ II~hseltv Re~ln, t 
quantities of hair and fecal pharmacist says it's the members of his family. In 
matter from Sasquntches only drugstore left in town. its 59 years, it has become,' 
,o . .  . 
over the world, but they mean drugstore..,. WerenWe'. o¢ neighborhood institution. 
have been unable to identify selling laundry bugs ana au "-This building has no 
the source, the rest of that stuff." history except my history," 
SCIENTISTS " Two large -apothecary he says. "There's, never 
DISBELIEVERS globes filled with colored been a change to the whole 
Titmus said scientists do water hang in front of the store since I came in here, 
not generally believe in the prescriptin counter--"a except to disfigure the store 
existence of the Sasquatch. sign of a real good by having toadd shelves and 
"This is a giant primate, drugstore," says Astley. so forth." 
perhaps the first cousin of " 
.man,. and people won't ~ P ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~  
believe in it," he  said, 
"Some scientists dismiss.it. 
out of hand, without  even 
lookin8 at the evidence." 
He said scientists will onl 
believe in the Sasquate 
when one is brought in, aliv 
or dead. He now is trying t
devise a method of catch/n 
one. 
The first time he saw a 
Sasquntch he was close 
enough to believe what I was 
seeing." 
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"DEATH PAYS IN 
DOLLARS" - Stars John For- 
cythe. Dominique Boschero. 
,american and British Agent 
must find ruthless criminal 
organization which plans fo 
circulate billions of doffers In 
almost parfoct' counterfeit 
dollars and pounds. 
"RALLY  ROUND THE ~yLIWS 
FLAG, BOYBI" - .Paul 
Newmen, Joonne Woodward, 
Joan • Collins, Jack C|r Ion,  
Owayne Hlckman, Tuesday 
Weld, Gale Gordon. Herrled 
young husband, h~llng slighted 
because of wlfe' i  civic activities 
becomes innocently but Im. 
barrasslngty" InvolVed with 
seductive lovely neighbour. 
Romantic' confusion eKd 
suburban turmoil  Based ~on 
Max Shulman'e novel. 
"THEY CALL  ME MR'; '  
TIBBSi" .  Star*e Sldoey Poltlar, 
Marlin Landau, Barbara M¢- 
Nalr. Pollca Ilouflmant ll .torn 
between duty and concern for.e 
fril~d men leaving scene, of 
crime. 
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TIM HORTON 
Doughnut chain a holy success 
H~uMILTON (CP) -- Joyee said the shop oper- Hamilton policeman, I ~ d  Joyce, who dashes about ' However, ~loyce said he is 
Doughnut University? ations will inch~de lectures partner Tim Horton oL~ea the country in the modifying his strategy in 
Tbat'a how some people by the group's own their fimt shop in Haniilton. company's twinengine locating pros]~tive sites.. 
z~er to the new Tim Horton .management andby outside Horton, a National aircraft--which he pilots "The approach in tbo.puz 
dauglmqt shop. specialists in ad- Hook.e~ League star, was himself--in search of new badbeen to grab a gooa site 
officials of Tim Donut ministration, operating killed m a~raffic accidentin sites, hopes to open 25 when we saw it~ taking the 
Ltd. aren't offended by the maintenance, financing and 19"/4 and Joyce later bought outlets this year. Tliese are airplane and circling around 
nickname.They also regard inventory control. I his partner's shares to s c h e d u 1 e d f o r a city until we picked out a 
the pro~ect as a solid base "In other words, we want become sole owner of the Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, good spot," he said. . .  
for 5usiness training, to give more in-depth company which is aiming New Brunswick, Quebec. ' "Now" we want to take a 
• "All of our iraining of training so new people are for a $~0-million sales target and British Columbia. closer look at market trends 
and I feel no hesitation administrative personnel ready to open new stores., this year, 
and new franchisees and instead of being wainea The company opened 12 about going in head-an with 
outlets last year. competition if necessary." their staff bad been carried after a store has opened." 
out in existing outlets up to That is the latest rend in I:dJt0l"H ~u0te look  
now," said Ron Joyce, the iattern Joyce has been 
owner and president, setting in his planned 
"This new facility, which expansion of the doughnut 
will be a regular outlet for shop chain from coast to 
our doughnuts and coffee coast in Canada. 
operation, will be a working GREW QUICKLY 
classroom in which we can At least 65 stores have 
train people in all facets o! sprung up in the 12 years 
thebusiness." since Joyce, a former 
' I~ V£NHIAN DINING LOUNGE ~ ' ~  
I  sanDman INN • .. . ,~ tReleOOphM1~:atu~°v(~sl:~d:::leb~:dll al 
I dlvldual heat controls, air conditioning (mos; 
I " Inns), kitchenettes, shower and tub bathrooms 
I and sound proof concrete construction. 
I SAUNAS are included for your pleasure and 
| relaxation In all Sandman Inns. What befler way 
| to rid yourself of travel weariness than a 
| peaceful sauna bath, then a dip In the pool, 
| followed by a well prepared meal In the 
I .restaurant, and then a good night's sleep. 
I 'Businessman,s. Lunoh 
I at Noon in the Dining iRoom 
ER'S  DA~I  
. ,5  PM-  I !  PM, 
~ner with baked 
salad,  gar l ic  
~fee and dessert. 
"635-91.51 
126 Hwy. 16 W, 
rerraoe, B.0.' 
There is nothing so 
advantageous to a man 
as a forgiving disposi- 
tion. 
Tel];.t cc 
LAKELS|  
HOT|L 
is THE ;)i~tce ft;r 
V~dding ~:eceptions 
_Private Partie~ 
Banquetg 
Lakelse Hotel will eater your 
gathering With buffet dinners 
expertly prepared. Dancing 
space is available and there is 
plenty o/parking near the. 
~rivate n trance. 
Phone 638-8141 
4620 Lake l~ Avenue 
,, " 4':" I % '" 
I 
RESTAURANT 
<~I I~E I~,  a CANADIAN FOOD 
10am to I arp Monday .Saturday 
II am to 10 pm Sunday. 
PHONE 635-6111 
4642 Lazeile West of CFTK 'Terrace" 
LIININ£  
ENTERTAINMENT 
:' WE MAKE 
;~J~':z* A LOT OF THINGS BETTER 
I 
!!L.~#t~.,~ Bruce & Debbie Phonr 
! /~"  .,:~.: Carruthers na~ ~.lnn • i!,;,,,I/U//IIL~\ Owners ooe / lUU 
( ] / / /~  4343 LATKEERLRSfcAV E N U E 
i~ ' ,TAKE OUT'ORDERS WELC()AAE 
i i i 
"PROBABLY [HE BEST" 
Char-Broiled Steak ' $ 2.99 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and . 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King:Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4:39 
J umbo Shrimp Dinner • $ 2.99 
Chopped Beef Dinner $1.S9 
The Mikeburger $1.39 
PRIC ' I [S  SUSJ IECT  TO CHANGE WITHOUT HOTI¢ I  
SPECIAL GRAD UA TION FEATURE ] 
~eir families and friends are invited to attend a Special Buffet 
wtween 4:30 and 7:30 pm on. Gradution day Friday June 17 I JLJI[III~IItI~I ~f • I 
in the ~Jkeena Banquet Rooms.of the 2 errace Hotel ~.,_ 
Reservations can be made at the front desk or by phoning 635,2231 . II 
I * " f l  '! I 1 •1  "11 ' " 4551 Gre2g Ave. ,, ~,----~f ".I~'.R~ACE HO2'EL . . ,  ,, retrace, B.C. 
